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From the CEO’s Desk
Dear Parents,
I have no doubt that this year’s magazine will stand as one of 
the most extraordinary editions in the school’s history.  For the 
rest of our lives, we shall look back on it as part of the record of 
one of the more remarkable and profound events in the mod-
ern era and one that you, your children and the CHIREC staff 
will have lived through together.

Just about a year ago, I wrote for this publication: “Our com-
mon goal is to equip your children to navigate the turbulent 
political and socio-economic waters of the coming decades and 
to be successful not only in their chosen careers but also to be 
successful, balanced and contented human beings.”  Little did I 
know then that those turbulent socio-economic waters would 
come so soon, in such a savage and unexpected fashion and 
with such vast, devastating and tragic consequences, and that 
2020-21 would pose to our children, parents and staff one of 

the greatest challenges our families, city, state, country and world has experienced in the past century - 
and this school in the three decades of its existence.  

And yet, as these pages attest, it has been a remarkable story of human resilience, adaptability, creativ-
ity and endeavour.  Only a few countries have effectively closed their schools for over an entire year and 
India is one of them, apart from a brief period when some older age groups were tentatively and volun-
tarily permitted restricted physical lessons and examinations.  
What happened consequently was a radical transformation of teaching and learning at a speed and scale 
unprecedented since mass education systems emerged in that late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies.  No societies since the dawn of our species have tried to educate their children even at the most 
basic level remotely and without face-to-face, physical and group interaction with adults.  And yet, in an 
increasingly complex world, perforce schools had to do it for the children’s sake, and mercifully we had 
the means.

Despite all, teaching and learning continued at CHIREC, as did some other permitted school 
activities. Without our digital transformation, the children would have been shut up at home, cut off 
from their peers and their teachers, and existing in a formal education black hole for over a year since 
March 2020.  As they are young, and their brains are so plastic and rapidly developing, every year of 
education a school child misses has a direct impact on their life outcomes. It was far from perfect any-
where, but thanks to the quietly heroic efforts of the teachers and supporting staff, CHIREC’s children 
have had continuity and progression in the closest approximation to a live, physical classroom that cur-
rent technology permits. Our driving principle has been ‘Connection beyond the screen’, not something 
easy to achieve in the digital realm day after day, but our teachers and students rose impressively to the 
manifold challenges. Global Be Well Day and the Active World Challenge were truly marvellous for the 
massive, multi-generational participation – even online it was a joyful, fun-filled way to bring our school 

community together to shout defiance at COVID-19, with health benefits thrown in.

There were also many positives we shall be seeking to incorporate into our physical future. For in-
stance, in common with other Cognita schools and myriad others around the world, PTMs online 
seem to work very well for parents with a busy life, and Independence Day/Grandparents’ Day online 
allowed families from all over the city, India and even around the world to participate in such events. 
These kinds of events have helped to mitigate the children’s sense of isolation and the pressures on 
their mental wellbeing that we are only too aware of. There are many other event formats and oppor-
tunities to enhance teaching and learning thrust upon us by pandemic necessity that we are looking 
to blend with our future physical offerings or even to transplant them; some of them are depicted in 
these pages.  Parents have also had an opportunity to gain insights into their own children’s learning 
processes, and we are extremely appreciative for all the support given to the children as a result.  
While the teachers and students have risen to the challenge admirably, parents have also done so 
magnificently given all that you have to do to sustain your families through the crisis, often in the face 
of tragedy, as well as support your children’s learning.  They owe you a very great debt of gratitude for 
helping to keep the school alive online, and so do we as a school community of educators.

Our students have also coped wonderfully well given the high state of anxiety, uncertainty and the im-
peratives to adapt to a whole new way of learning and being.  The senior-most students have had the 
extreme stress of repeatedly postponed and/or cancelled board examinations to contend with, and 
yet so many have remained happy, productive and enterprising, with the help of teachers and fam-
ily certainly, but also through they themselves supporting and encouraging each other through these 
dark times. You can gain some of the flavour of this in this magazine.

As last year, I would like to end on an optimistic and forward-looking note. We shall continue to de-
velop our expertise whether online or off, to launch new initiatives and to advance others already in 
the pipeline such as our proposed new campus. Above all, what a triumph of human adaptability and 
resilience and community-mindedness this magazine depicts.  As I write this, we are not yet out of the 
COVID woods, but like everything in the universe, this too will pass, and the children will be able to 
put it behind them. I hope that you enjoy this edition even though the present is still so difficult, and 
that one day in the future you and our students are able to look back on it as one souvenir and fond 
memory of how you, your children, their teachers and we ourselves together triumphed over 
adversity.
 

Warm Regards,
Dr Peter McLaughlin
CEO, CHIREC International School
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From the Principal’s Desk -  International Section

Warm Regards,
Iffat Ibrahim

Principal

Warm Regards,
Sanchita Raha
Principal - International Section

Dear Students and Parents,

The past fifteen months have been a tumultuous period in the history of 
mankind. As I sit down to write the foreword of the magazine, I look back 
at the year gone by and wonder how we as a community have adapted to 
the changes, some of which are 
irreversible. 

When we closed school for the lockdown in March 2020, little did we 
realise that this would extend for such a long period of time. We transi-
tioned quickly to online teaching overnight and then consolidated our po-
sition further over the passage of time. Our teachers and students made 
exhaustive use of the Microsoft Teams platform and no stone was left 
unturned to ensure that the connect with learning remain active. From 
conducting lessons effectively to implementing all assessments, having 
the additional and remedial classes, holding parent teacher meetings, 
celebrating special days like the Republic Day, Graduation Day, organis-
ing major events like the MUN, CHIREC Parliamentary Debate and the 
Cascade- all were done seamlessly. Despite all odds, our students fared 
exceedingly well in both the IGCSE as well as IBDP, with excellent univer-
sity placements even in these difficult times.

While closely monitoring and consolidating the academic front and ensuring that there was no learning loss, we were ex-
tremely sensitive to the social and emotional wellbeing of our learners. Our counsellors as well as the teachers remained 
in constant touch with the students and worked meticulously to arrange for the Wellness Wednesdays which served as 
joyful interludes for all. Besides, thanks to the online platform, our students from different levels were able to engage in 
virtual interactions with students in Colegio Pumahue, Puerto Montt, Chile and Australian International School Singapore. 
The opportunity to transcend the geographical boundaries and collaborate with other Cognita learners around the world 
helped foster international mindedness in our students. 

I am also happy to announce that we are now a member of the prestigious Council for International Schools (CIS) for 
which we underwent evaluation in March 2021. Our Cambridge Professional development Centre took off in the month 
of July 2020 and our first batch has successfully attained completion.

Despite being disadvantaged by the pandemic, we, at CHIREC tried our best to convert every adversity into an opportu-
nity. In this journey, I would like to thank all our students, teachers, parents, leadership team and the Cognita group for 
their unstinting support. We have fought the war together and are now eagerly waiting with bated breath to get back to 
physical school as soon as possible. Many amongst us have lost very close friends, acquaintances or family members in 
the past few months and my prayers of peace and healing are with all. We look forward to a happier and healthier 
tomorrow.

Dear Parents and Students,

When the Covid-19 pandemic forced schools to transition to online learn-
ing in early 2020,  little did we realize that we would again have to begin 
this academic year in this mode. However, over the past fifteen months, 
we have been able to consolidate our position and now are even better 
prepared to implement online classes this June.
CHIREC International School in Hyderabad, India, had only been part of the 
Cognita group of schools for a matter of months when the schools were 
forced to close physically. By September 2020, the lockdown had begun to 
take its toll on the human connection.
We kept the school programme as enriching as possible with all events of 
the physical school replicated. From celebrating the National Festivals vir-
tually to conducting the PTMs online, all the activities were observed with 
the same reverie. In fact, some events were held for the first time. 
Cognita Active World Challenge was the first of its kind activity which 
brought all Cognita schools in its fold. CHIREC community walked, cycled 
and ran a total of 209,976 km, a tremendous feat in itself. This Cognita 
initiative put CHIREC firmly on the Cognita map and rebuilt the ties within 
families. Several collaborations happened with Cognita schools around 
the world. Pre-Primary and primary students from CHIREC corresponded 

with a school in Chile about various topics – from their experiences in lockdown, to their traditions, culture, festivals and 
favourite recipes. Our primary students also partnered with students in Chile, UAE, Singapore and Brazil sharing videos 
about different dress styles in their regions, the animals found across their respective countries and the variety of dishes 
local to their regions. Middle and secondary school students collaborated with their peers at schools in Chile and Brazil.
Teachers also dedicated a whole day to Professional Development as part of the Cognita Conference, a day of learning 
globally.
CHIREC continued to make its mark on the Indian Education scenario being ranked Best Co-ed Day School in Hyderabad 
and Telangana and 12th Best Co-Ed Day School in India. Jubilee Hills Branch was ranked 2 Best Proprietary Preschool in 
Hyderabad and Telangana. CHIREC International School was also awarded the “Most Innovative School” by Education 
Today among deserving schools in India!
Academic excellence has reached new heights. We must remember that our students had managed to write all their sub-
jects in AISSCE and AISSE before the lockdown. In AISSCE 2020, 100 % students passed with 89% students scoring distinc-
tions. Shashank Venkatesh topped the Science stream with 97.6%, and Aditya Sriram topped the Commerce Stream with 
96.2 %. 5 students scored 100% in Fashion Studies and 1 in Legal Studies. Pranay Mathur topped the AISSE with 97.5%.  
7 students scored 100% in Mathematics, 1 student scored 100% in French and English each. 100 % students passed and 
88% secured distinction. These and other accolades are only possible with the wholehearted efforts of our team of com-
mitted and talented staff, who relentlessly forge innovative ways to develop a passion for learning in our students.
I also know that our staff and student community has what it takes to continue to grow and improve. CHIREC’s excellence 
is entirely possible due to the partnership among students, staff, and parents. Active parent participation is essential 
to our success, and teachers provide a nurturing environment in which young students can learn, take risks, and thrive. 
Their work, in partnership with our parent community, has and will continue to support us to fulfil our school mission.
We are looking forward to re-opening the school physically when it is safe and we are permitted to do so, but we realize 
that it may be difficult to predict when that will be. We are committed to ensuring that we keep CHIREC alive as a vibrant, 
flourishing and successful community to the best of our ability and to the benefit of the children.
Happy Reading!

From the Principal’s Desk
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Vintage Fashion Scrolls of wisdom

DIY

Are you bored with nothing to do?

If you ask me, well here’s a clue.

Creating new things out of some-

thing old,

DIY is as good as gold.

Making things yourself is always fun,

And bonus; it’ll look amazing when 

it’s done.

Creating things is easy, anyone can,

Of DIY I’m a big big fan!

Seerat Bhalla, Grade IV C 

My Village

My village is full of green.

No pollution ever seen.

There working place are farms,

These are cultivated by worms. 

There is lot of space to play,

My brother and I made toys out of clay.

I like the lotus in pond,

My village is the new love I found.

                          Kanishka Lanka, Grade I A

Vintage fashion is a generic term for garments origi-
nating from a previous era. The phase is also used 
in connection with a retail outlet in vintage clothing 
stores. In old England, women used to wear long 
tight lace dresses and gowns with pearl necklaces 
and silk white hand gloves and high heels. Women 
used to wear a skirt and a silk top with a hat. In the 
old era white and pale colors were very fashionable 
for dresses, long socks, netted hats, small handbags 
and buttoned dresses with ruffles at the collar were 
mainly worn by women. Expensive bracelets and ear-
rings were popular for jewelry. Pearl earrings were 
the most popular design in jewelry. In the old era 
polka dots, stripes and zig zag lines were not popu-
lar for dresses. Diamonds and rhinestones were not 
in fashion for necklaces. Puff up dresses and warm 
hand-woven sweaters were mostly worn in the winter 
season. Belts and bows were also used to make the 
dress look more pretty. There was also something 
called as a dirndl belt up in the era. Corsets made 
with flowers were most popular for dress accessories. 
    

Divij Agarwal, Grade IV D

CBSE Curriculum 

My world...

Nature

Trees are gems 

So do not cut the stems

Treat animals with care

Or you will have to bear

Let lakes glitter

Just don’t litter

The problem is as big as the ozone layer 

Let’s bow together

To save nature forever.  

                                         Gaurvit  Jain, Grade I C

8

Dhruti G. Grade I C

Mother Nature

Nature, nature, everywhere 

flowers blooming anywhere

birds chirping all around

with insects making funny sounds 

wind is so fresh and cool

making us feel so good

animals so wonderful and wise

making this world twice as nice

Oh! so lovely nature is 

humans must treasure this.  

                        Reyansh Mohapatra, Grade II A

 Anika Varma, Grade III B
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A Glass of MilkProfound thoughts

What if ?
 
What if the whole space is a giant 
Play area?
What if  we could Jump from Sun to 
Mercury like a frog?
What if  we could crawl from Slimed 
Mercury to Venus like a Snail?
What if  we could Glide from Venus to  
Earth like a bird?
What if  we could Swim from Earth to 
Mars like a fish?
What if  we could Flutter from Mars to 
Jupiter like a Red Dragon fly?
What if  we could Steer and Race from 
Jupiter to Saturn like a Squirrel?
What if  we could Roller-coaster on 
rings of Saturn and reach Uranus like a
Hamster?
What if  we could Slide from Uranus to 
Neptune like a Seal?
What if  we could Skate from Neptune to 
Pluto like a Penguin?
What if  we could take very smooth and 
light flight in the entire space?

Advaith Reddy Ramasahayam, Grade II A

Once there was a very poor boy. The boy did very odd 
jobs to go to school and buy food. One  day when the 
boy was returning from school he was hungry. He saw 
that there was no food and water in his house.
He decided that he will ask a house for water to fill his
stomach with water.
He knocked on the first door. A young girl opened the
door. The boy asked the girl for a glass of water.
The girl saw the boy’s condition and instead of a glass 
of water she gave him a glass of milk. The boy was 
surprised to see the glass of milk.

The boy said, “I do not have any money to pay you”. 
The girl said, “It’s oK, you don’t have to pay me”.
The boy drank the milk and went to his house. After 
many years when the young girl grew older and fell  
very ill she was admitted in the hospital. Dr. Philip was 
assigned to her case. Dr. Philip promised that he will 
take care of the lady very well. As promised Dr. Philip 
took great care of the lady and made sure she was 
always comfortable. After 6 months of intensive treat- 
ment the lady was finally healthy and could go home, 
but she had a worry, She called the nurse to the room. 
The lady said “I am healthy now, but it is time for me 
to pay the hospital bill but I do not have enough mon- 
ey to do so. The nurse said, “Don’t worry, your bill has 
already been paid.” The lady was astonished.The lady 
saw that the bill was cancelled across.

It was written “PAID IN FULL YEARS AGO WITH A GLASS
OF MILK” and it was signed by Dr. Philip!
The girl couldn’t believe her luck! Dr. Philip was the 
young boy she had helped many many years ago.

Akshay Reddy, Grade III A
Atishay Jain, Grade III A

..on the way up!

Save Earth 
 
The earth is my home, I promise to keep it healthy and 
beautiful along with friends, I will make it joyful. I will 
love the land, the air, the water and all living creatures, 
United with friends. I will save the Nature. I will be a 
defender of my planet. Along with my friends, I will 
save the earth.

Syed Ahmed Hussain, Grade II A      

Dhruv Srivastava, Grade I A Aarika Prasad, Grade III C

Fasten Your laces,
Toes behind the lines,
The sun is shining
It’s P.T Time
It’s time to have races,
It’s time to have fun
On your marks, get set go

Jump, Skip ,Run!

It’s time for a cold drink
It’s time for a rest
Well done everyone,
You have done your best.

Vraj Baldwa, Grade V  B

It’s P.T. Time 

Anika Varma, Grade III B
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My Experience before and after the        
pandemic 

Online Classes  

I am wandering!

I was about to go to Durgapur in West Bengal, 
the birthplace of my father for the summer 
vacation. Suddenly the coronavirus spread and 
we cancelled the programe.
I really miss the place of my father’s childhood 
and the beautiful cactus garden in our house 
there. We informed the caretaker of our house 
in Durgapur about the
situation and instructed him to strictly follow 
these precautionary measures:

• Wash hands with soap and running water.
• Wear a mask whenever you go out. 
• Maintain Social distancing.
• Stay at home.
• Wash the fruits and vegetables. 
• Throw tissues into closed bin, after use.
• Avoid touching your nose, eyes and mouth. 
• These are the few precautions that I also 

follow. I have also stopped having outside 
food.

The major difference that I have experienced 
during this pandemic is home confinement 
for a long time. Before the pandemic I used 
to go around the house freely, but during this 
lockdown I am not able to go around outside 
freely.

Janhavi Banerjee, Grade IV A

Peek-A-Boo

Let us take a peep into,
The olden world
Full of boys and girls.

Their clothes were different from ours,
Their weapons were swords and darts.
They lived in small cottages,
This is how it was in old ages.

The culture they gave us is followed by 
me and you,
They gave us festivals with fun 
things to do.
The beautiful monuments they made 
are amazing,
Many songs about these marvels are 
there to sing.

Their life was simple and sweet,
Living in that era was like a treat.
Many wonderful stories about them 
are told,
So, I reckon it is true when they say, 
“Old is Gold”.  
                 
               Ridhima Tiwary, Grade IV E

Shanya Chandra, Grade II B
Reyansh Jai Swahney, Grade I B

Online classes are really fun but nothing compared 

to real school because there you can spend time and 

interact with each other. During online classes my 

favourite activities are Pear Deck, speaking about the 

topic and Scratch projects we do in computer classes.  

I love that even in the pandemic we still get to see each 

other. When we have time we have quizzes and share 

p&t and just have fun, Thanks to everyone!

I took a gardening tool and was 
digging in the backyard seriously. 
My Mom asked me, “What are you 
doing?”
I said, “Creative work, Ma’am asked to 
do.”
Mom said, “What is creative here?”
I replied, “I am digging for diamonds, 
they are inside the earth.  I have to 
reach near the core. How much time 
will it take Mom?”
Mom took time and said
“Diamonds may not be found here.”
I replied, “I may find iron ore or else 
remains of early man.”
Mom was totally surprised but I am 
still wandering!!!

Vrishaan Reddy.Ch, Grade I A

Worldy wise Suggest heading

Piusha Guha, Grade V D

Thoughts

Anika Goenka, Grade IV A

Sachin Rao, Grade II B

My Dream
I want to be a good child to my parents, a good 
student to my teacher, a good sibling to my elder 
brother. I always dream to be first among my friends.

Datla Sai Sathvik Verma, Grade I B
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Profound Change beginsHealthy Michael Travel to outer space

 
“Michael! Come for dinner. There is tomato soup and 
salad.” Michael’s mother, Lavender called. 
“Tomato Soup! Salad! Coming Mum!” Michael ran 
quickly.  
Michael was a fit and healthy boy. Next day, he was to 
go to Tombardi school for the first time. Michael ate 
dinner fast and went to sleep. The next day, he woke 
up, had a bath, brushed his teeth, drank milk, had 
fruits, packed his lunch, and went to school. Soon, it 
was lunchtime. He sat next to two boys called Ronald 
and Harry.  
“Do you want some Maggi?” Ronald asked Michael, 
opening his box. 
Michael nodded and when he tasted it, he loved it. 
When he went home, he asked his mother for Maggi 
and his mom got him four packets. Now, Michael 
loved Maggi, and he started eating it for every meal. 
Soon, he stopped going out to play with his friends. 
At school, his new friends introduced him to candies, 
chocolates and chips. Now he was a junk food addict. 
Finally, his body could take no more, and he fell sick. 
His mother was worried and went to Doctor Sam. 
“What is your favorite food?” He asked the little sick 
boy. 
“Maggi,” Michael replied. 
“How often do you eat it?” Doctor asked gently. 
“All the time.” Michael groaned with pain. 
“Tomorrow, you will only have liquid. You shall only eat 
healthy food for at least three months.” Mr. Sam told 
the boy firmly.  
Michael couldn’t say anything. His mother took him 
home. A week passed and they went to Mr. Sam again. 
He said that now no junk only healthy food, but he 
could eat solid now. Soon, Michael was cured. Now, 
he ate junk once a month and exercised every day. He 
was a happy and healthy boy. 
Moral: Exercise and eat healthy food. 

Smera Pandey, Grade V F

When I see the 
outer space, I feel 
like touching it
every Inch of me is 
trembling not from 
the cold
but from the feel-
ing that comes to 
me whenever I 

think about the space, oh my lovely outer space.
What is it like to travel in space?
What other type of living beings live in outer space?
What color is the space, is it red, white, yellow or 
green
Will I become an astronaut or not?
Will I ever touch the space?
All these questions come to me
whenever I think about the space
Wish I had a rocket which would take me to space.
What is it like to touch the space?
What is it like to touch the space?

Oishee Chakraborty, Grade IV A 

  Jokes

1.What did the big flower say to the 
small flower?
A.What’s up Bud?  

2.Where does seaweed go to look for a 
job?
A.The kelp wanted section.  

3.When is the moon heaviest?
A.When it’s full!

G. Priyanka, Grade VIII B

Poetry On the Earth

Haiku
Full of birds and animals,
Full of many plants too,
Earth is so pretty!

Limerick
The Earth provides so many things 
for us,
It’s always helpful and perfectly 
just.
The conditions found on Earth,
They’re perfect for taking birth,
In Earth, you can put your trust!

Tanka
Animals and plants,
Countless types of food and drink,
The Earth’s so awesome! 

Pinnaka Bhageeradh, Grade V C  

My Butterfly Friends!

My butterfly friends are always 
there,
Though they are sometimes 
disguised.
Their beautiful colours here and 
there,
Leaves me all mesmerised.  
   
Gentle and kind, they care for what 
is fair,
Their beautiful wings all abound.
Pausing at flowers here and there,
Though they can’t go high above the 
ground!

Eva Susan George, Grade V  B

 Siddhant Deora, Grade II C

Thota V Aviggna Reddi, Grade III A
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There is no wind blowing
The tree stands green, serene.
It enjoys the birds singing.
And wonders: ’what does it mean?’

Blessed by this soft rain
Both the birds and the tree
Keep singing tunes again
Flooding the earth with glee!

The birds chant, soar above the tree
This one feels nurtured by them
Its leaves dancing onto the sea.
Where the bird goes and treasures 
them!
                        
                           Meher Kaur, Grade V E 

I Miss My School

I miss my school
I love going to my school,
Because it’s so cool.

But now I miss the fun and break,
And I also miss the school classes I 
take.

But what I miss most are my teachers 
and friends,
And I hope To see them when the 
COVID ends.
 

Dhriti Kola, Grade I A

Cell phones have many advantages 
and disadvantages. One advantage 
is that it connects us to someone 
who is far from us but it also makes 
you distant to a person sitting right 
next to you. So far smartphones have 
replaced calculators, alarm clocks, 
shopping marts and many more.
Don’t let it replace your family. 
 
Smartphones are destroying the 
harmony of life.  

Swara Mishra, Grade V E

Once upon a time, Mother Nature was walking on a 
dark planet very dark and unfriendly. There was no 
sun or moon or stars, no water or air either. There 
were no pets or wild animals, no birds to fill the air 
with their sweet singing. As Mother Nature decided 
to create a new world, which she named Earth. She 
went to God seeking for His help. Together they made 
Earth. When God made the Sun, Mother Nature made 
the moon and together they made the stars, when 
God made some pet animals, Mother Nature made 
the wild animals and together they made the birds, 
when God made the clouds, Mother Nature made the 
different weather conditions and when God made the 
air in which we breathe in, Mother Nature made the 
different water bodies and together they made the 
layers of atmosphere. 

Though the Earth was full of life, God and Mother 
Nature were not happy, there was something 
missing! They decided to make copies of themselves 
who were a little different in their ways and how they 
looked. Each of the copies would be unique but they 
will have hands and legs and a body with a head. They 
all would love nature and conserve nature. They set 
to work, creating little copies of themselves. Some of 
them had bald heads, some of them had long hair 
(mostly the girls), some of them had pale skin, some 
of them had dark skin, so many types of people, God 
and Mother Nature were happy as they watched the 
humans dance and sing around them.
 
Their work was finally complete!!! God went back to 
Heaven to watch over everyone and Mother Nature is 
still on Earth helping humankind to save nature! 

Eva Susan George, Grade V

Everyone likes junk food and so do I. 
I ate junk food often and started to 
put on some weight. That’s when my 
dad gave me the challenge of being 
fit. 
I started walking a few kilometres 
everyday.
It was a bit hard at first, but it got 
easier. 
And now I am able to walk 10 km eve-
ryday without any problems.

Riduu Sahni, Grade V F

Sweet Harmony! Phones

A Story Of Earth

My Journey On Being Fit

Treasures...Splendid
Once upon a time a brahmin lived in a village. He had 
five sons named Prithvi, Jala, Pavan, Surya and Akash.      
All of them are well educated and settled.

One day the brahmin wanted to test his sons’ 
knowledge. He asked, 
‘Which is the best element of nature?’

Prithvi answered – “Earth, because it supports all of 
us and the entire world. Without its help we
cannot grow plants and we cannot build our houses 
to live in.”

Jala answered – “Water, because without water, life is 
not possible. All living beings, plants, animals
and humans need water to live.”

Surya answered – “Light. It helps plants make food 
which is required for all living beings. It provides heat 
and warmth to support life.”

Pavan answered – “Wind, without wind living beings 
cannot breathe and live.”

Akash answered – “Space”.Because it provides space 
for everything to exist.

After listening to his sons’ answers, the brahmin felt 
very happy and said to them that
All the five elements of nature are equally important
and life is not possible without any of it.

All the sons realized the greatness of nature and 
started being more kind to it.

Save Nature for your Future.

Neha Annamaneni, Grade II B

Elements of Nature
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Once upon a time, a seven year old 
boy named Barry lived in a village 
called Munchy Valley. He liked
reading books, One day, while read-
ing he saw some flwers blooming in a 
plant he watered daily.
He ran to see the flowers and saw 
a caterpillar on one of the flowers. 
Barry became friends with the
Caterpillar and used to feed him daily. 
One day Barry saw that the caterpil-
lar was gone and in its place was a 
cocoon. He became very sad. In a few 
days a beautiful butterfly came out of 
the cocoon.
Barry was happy to see his friend 
back. He named the butterfly 
‘Blossom’.

Aarav Nagar, Grade I C

Once upon a time there lived a pretty little girl named 
Jane, she was a very sweet girl.
But when she had some trash to throw she threw it in 
the water. Her mother used to always explain to her 
not to make the water dirty, but she didn’t listen at all.
One day when she went to the water to throw trash, 
she saw many dead fishe! She felt so sad.This is all 
because of the trash! From then onwards she never 
threw trash into the water and threw it into the dust-
bin.

Prachi Sethia, Grade II C

I am an Indian
Nationality is Indian-
Culture is Indian
Religion is Indian
Education is Indian
Diversity in India
Inclusive India
Bharat is also India
Love India
Evolving India
 

Samarth Gupta, III B

Health is wealth
My dear friends
As our journey begins
We need to treasure
This powerful measure,
Eat apples eat berries
Eat nuts & strawberries
All delicious fruits 
Will keep disease out of our way
Be healthy & Be strong
Health is wealth
Let’s live long!!!

        Ananya Sai Mudigonda, Grade III A

Advantages :   

• Children may learn new things
• Entertainment for them
• Learn a language
• Have family time together   

Disadvantages : 

CellPhone : 
• Children may become antisocial
• Mix fantasy with reality 

Laptop : 
• Have a different image of the 

world
• Bad for their eye sight.  
 

 Aashka Nadimpalli, Grade III D
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Butterfly Blossom

Why to save water?

India

Health is Wealth

Electrical Gadgets

Advika Vennamaneni, Grade I A

Arpan Das , Grade III B

Voice mode Reverie...
Education is an important tool which is very useful in 
everybody’s life. Education is what differentiates us 
from other living beings on earth. It makes man the 
smartest creature on earth. It empowers humans and 
gets them ready to face challenges of life efficiently. 
With that being said, education still remains a luxury 
and not a necessity in our country. Educational aware-
ness needs to be spread through the country to make 
education accessible. But, this remains incomplete 
without first analyzing the importance of education. 
Only when the people realize what significance it holds, 
can they consider it a necessity for a good life. In this 
essay on Education, we will see the importance of 
education and how it is a doorway to success. Proper 
and good education is very important for all of us. It 
facilitates quality learning all through the life among 
people of any age group, cast, creed, religion and re-
gion. It is the process of achieving knowledge, values, 
skills, beliefs, and moral habits.

Dandu Ameya Rishi Varma, Grade V A 

Importance of Education

God

Above the world and infinite sky, a power that 

represents peace, good manners and positive 

energy. A power that we should have faith in, for 

imaginary fears, stress and problems. In times of 

trouble remember God. If you are honest, kind and 

obedient, then God will always support you. So, if you 

do not believe in God, do please and God will make 

you succeed!
                                                                                                                           
                                              Dhruv Srivastava, Grade I A
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Suggest heading Wisps of thoughtsReflections

THE  LION

There was a lion, named Mr. Bott.
One day he got a dreadful thought.
What will happen to my kids?
Will humans have them in       
chopped-up bits?

The lion was so scared in his mind.
This is enough to turn a lion blind.
He started roaring in a terrible way.
This made some persons 
tremble and sway.

The lion devoured some humans,   
two at a time.
“Hey, you deserved it humans” 
was the lion’s reply.
“You kill my cubs, one by one.”
“You sell 2 at the price of one” 
  
“Yes, Mr. Bott, we do understand”
“Killing lions shall now be banned”
“We’ll stop all our trouble”
“But please get away, on the double”

      Adhvai Deepak Menon, Grade VII D

20

 Pooja Khajanda, Grade X G

All Creations are Equal 
We eat, breathe, sleep. 
We think, comprehend, react 
We face adversity, we face bliss. 
We all are human after all.
Black, colored, white, 
north, south, east, west,
Christian, Muslims, Hindu 
We shouldn’t give a care, 
What ultimately matters, is, the actions 
you take, the good deeds you exhibit, 
The decisions you make, 
Judge on these qualities, and you will-
see ,The true inner beauty of humans.
The external qualities are delusional.
      

Shriya Gelli, Grade X F

I am Pride
I am from the LGBTQ+ community,      
I am different, just like everybody.My 
preference may not match with yours,
But the love I want is the  
same as yours.
Acceptance is what I yearn for,       
Happiness is what I earn.
The everyday struggle is real,  
The feelings are suppressed,
I am hearing you, 
Even if you hide, 
The feeling is undesirable.  

 Shreya Rathi, Grade X F

Explosion of Video Games@2020. This has been a
difficult year for many people with the pandemic and 
lockdown, both financially and mentally. Many people 
have lost their loved ones; fallen sick, have lost their 
jobs, have become unfit, and have been totally 
looking forward for physical interaction with others 
on a daily basis. This has led to a lot of boredom and  
many people have engaged themselves in activities like 
exercise regimes, cooking, baking and also in playing 
video games. There has been a huge surge in video 
gaming this year, and most notably the explosion of 
the games ‘FallGuys’ and ‘AmongUs’. These are 
simple games that can be played by everyone and 
can be played individually and with a group of friends.
These games highlight the reason why there 
has been a big blast in the number of people 
playing video games. They are simple, fun to play, free 
(on most platforms) and allow the players to socialise 
with friends or with any other people.
                                              Rohan Malpani, Grade X C

Video Games@2020

Tangirala Sai Manasvi, Grade X C
P. Tanvi Chowdary, Grade I B
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Books - A roller coaster

Reading is breathing for the mind, 
Teaches one to be gentle and kind; 
Books are uniquely portable magic, 
Showing how times can get tragic.

Books are dreams I hold in hands, 
Sit here and visit far-away lands; 
I open a book and start reading, 
And see how it develops a new feeling.

Books can introduce new friends, 
Standing side by side till the end; 
It’s not the title, or a happily ever after, 
But the story in between that truly 
matters. 

Books are the journey, the road, 
Books are the destination, the home; 
Books teach me how to feel, 
Shaping the character, I’m yet to be.

Every book gives off a different feeling, 
Many times, it gets overwhelming; 
Often, I can’t hear the clock chime, 
For I’m so absorbed in a book of mine. 

Books are similar to a roller coaster, 
Taking me through ups and downs, 
When I close it, can’t believe it’s over; 
This journey really helped me come 
around.

Saanvi Khandelwal, Grade VIII D

Super Heroes And Frontline Workers

All those who are not on leave across the globe,
Salute you all for doing a great job,
From scientists to doctors and all the healthcare staff,
You all are trying hard to flatten the COVID graph,
All the frontline workers (garbage collectors, essential
retailers, delivery boys, police personnel, security 
guards) and armed forces.
You all deserve salute and bundles of roses,
The present is a life-threatening situation,
Yet you all are serving the country with dedication,
You all approve in this pandemic crisis,
You deserve tribute for all your sacrifices.

Pramarth Desai, Grade IX G

Our Safety In Our Hands

Vivid expressions Petite portfolio

Anushka Verma, Grade IX B

 Oh! How We Failed!

Sinking low beneath the waves 
Lost in under water caves, 
Passages that lead us there,  
never read, ‘cause no one cared, 
Cities underneath the sea, 
once a home to you and me,  
Now monuments, of how we failed, 
Memories, as we set sail,  
Set our course against the stars, 
were we born to go that far? 
Memories as we set sail,
Monuments of how we failed. 

Priyanka Goguri Reddy, Grade VIII B

Iconic

Monuments are structures 
That help us remember.
It could be a memorial of victory, 
Or death of a family member.  

Monuments have a deep story,   
That leave us in awe. 
Some are made to be exactly symmetrical,  
Whereas some are made to bewilder us all.

Shah Jahan and the late emperor Khufu,  
They helped us remember their loss.
While Nikolai Nikitin and the emperor of Damascus, 
Helped us repect the Gods. 

Monuments may unite or divide,  
Some can symbolize time. 
Some can startle us,
While some can leave us stupefied.
 
                                                     V. Gautam, Grade VIII B

The Foodie-Food

Something sweet or
something tangy,
Something too sour or 
something too spicy! 
Few foods are sticky and curly,
Which mostly originate from the 
cuisines of Rome or Italy!  

Something very cold 
and chilled like coffee, 
Or something warm and 
melting like caramelized toffee!
Something very tangy like 
crispy-juicy tortillas,
Eat some fresh salads, 
welcome to California! 

Have some zesty Pani-Puri or do try 
some bun Maska, 
Else try something new like Mexican 
rice and quesadilla.
Go classic and try pasta or pizza, 

Or go for something cheesy like 
Au Gratin or lasagna.
Have something heavy,
And leave a sigh in delight!
Otherwise eat something light,
If you are going on a diet! 

Can you tell me something good,
Which will help me lift up my mood?
Wait, I think I know the answer,
It is food, food, and food! 
 

 Sourabhi Somani, Grade VI E
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Machine Learning
 
Machine Learning is a subfield of Artificial Intelligence 
that enables machines to improve at a given task with 
experience.
Ever wondered how Facebook recognizes faces or how 
Gmail classifies spam emails? These are just applica-
tions of ML! 
Here are a few other applications of ML :

• Virtual Assistants : Alexa, Google Home, Siri,  
Cortana etc.

• Recommendations : The Famous YouTube  
Algorithm, recommended searches on Google,  
ecommended products on Amazon, recommended 
movies on Prime and Netflix etc.

• Self-Driving Cars
• Chess Engines : Leela Chess Zero and Alpha Zero, 

are Chess engines that are made using ML. They 
are almost impossible to beat by a human and are 
used for analysis.

• Chatbots  
These are only a few applications, but ML is almost 
everywhere as there is so much data in the world! 

There are three types of ML approaches : 

• Supervised Learning : Models are trained on some 
pre-collected data and then used to predict the 
outcome. E.g.: Regression – A very simple example 
can be using the time studied to predict the score a 
student scores  on a  test. E.g.: Classification – Using 
factors such as age, income etc. to see if a person is 
going to buy a car.

• Unsupervised Learning : Drawing inferences from 
data without any labelled data (pre-collected data 
used for regression).

• Reinforcement Learning :
ML is changing the world and it is one of the most 
trending technologies at the moment and it is going to 
define our future. 

Aayush Ranjan, Grade VIII C

The Golden Days

Every day, I am reminded
of the place where I grew, from a
5 year old, to a 15 the place, I
consider as home. 

Every day, I look at my uniform,
The white shirt and navy blue skirt
and a bunch of white clips and bands,
with the hope that I’ll wear’em           
tomorrow. 

Every day, I pick up the pieces
of memories that lie in my bag as    
paper filled with our lingo
Oh! Prankish children we were. 

Every day, I feel the cold breeze
the drum of the rabbits
welcoming me to another day
as we feed them to a smile. 
 
Every day, I just wish for another day,
to live those golden days again.
The fear that another one might not 
be close
haunts me every single day. 

Meghana Rao Callur & Ipsita Mohanty
 Grade X C

 Moving to 2021

2020 has been a crazy year for all of us! With the Novel 
Coronavirus spreading to almost all parts of the world 
and bringing our lives to a hold, so much has changed 
for all of us this year. Schools moved to an online form 
of learning, more and more companies implemented 
the “work from home” policy and we committed to the 
practice of social distancing to prevent the 
further spread of the virus. Now that we’re moving into 
2021, things have a chance to change. While COVID-19 
may not have come to a complete stop, mass vaccine 
productions have begun and governments of several 
countries have started free vaccination for the public. 
To begin the year of 2021, we need to have a fresh 
start. We need to look at the world in a new light; A 
brighter perspective. Wiping the slate clean is a good 
choice. 
Try to forget all the negativity that 2020 has brought 
into our lives and look at the positive side; 2021 has 
brought in an opportunity to change us and bring 
about a better and healthier lifestyle! Try new things 
and give new experiences a chance. Don’t forget to 
wear a mask and practice social distancing wherever 
you go and try to stay at home as long as you can help 
it, but if there’s one thing 2020 has taught us at all, 
it’s that we have to be open to new ideas. No matter 
where you are, you can always find something that’s 
suitable for you. Try adopting new habits, even small 
ones, like doing some breathing exercises in the 
morning, taking up a yoga class, or maybe going for 
a short walk to increase fitness. Keep in mind, this is 
the new you,and you’re allowed to make changes you 
think will affect your life positively. Take charge for this 
year and decide the way life is going to be. And most 
importantly, don’t forget or be afraid to enjoy what can 
be enjoyed and have fun! 

Anushka Jain, Grade IX B

The rustless badge of  
humanity

Luscious land is laced with startling 
blue curtains, draping over the cities 
and mountains, drowning the earth in 
oceans. 

Beyond the castles of concrete 
stillness, lay dramatic crests, draping 
the world in shadows that shield us 
from treasure chests. 

We search far and wide, scouring the 
humanity that generations have lost, 
To find symbols of a land, that was 
once unified and hadn’t collected 
moths. 

Pyramids and stone statues, 
shaking their hands toward a better 
path, Reaching out towards the sun, 
collectively tying these broken shards 
of land, nearer than apart.  

Great walls that soon turned to 
bridges, pillars that never rust, Our 
land is one to be treasured, and 
looked upon with just.  

Turrets and towers, memorials and 
liberty, Pride and courage, sacrifice 
and bravery.  
We may have buried our humanity 
under rising blue seas, But it lays in 
a ship not yet sunk, tied in a castle of 
buildings and generosity. 

Shaili Rachha, Grade VIII BKashvi Wadhwa, Grade VII D

Profound Thoughts
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Fortune Favours The Brave

The path I walk is a treacherous one for sure,
But it is one of my own choosing, so I must 
endure
All the cuts and bruises, the gashes and 
wounds,
That come from my stumbles over obstacles 
that couldn’t be moved;
I have tasted failure, it tastes like desert sand
After days of unquenched thirst, the mirage’s 
allure more than you can withstand;
Believe me, I’m at my limit, another challenge 
and I fear I may break
But I won’t stop moving, for it is almost day’s 
wake.
You may chastise me for trying so hard,
You may say know when to give up, just let 
down your guard 
Against the voice of cynicism, for it is often 
wise 
“A danger far worse than death,” it shall 
against it advise;
“You’ve done well to come so far, but don’t 
hurt yourself more,”
Discouraging voices under the guise of con-
cern, I’ve heard it all before. 
Hope is for fools, and that may be true,
But it is only those fools who manage to pull 
through;
It is only those fools who won’t cower in their 
caves,
And haven’t you heard? Fortune favours the 
brave.

Adhya Gunita Preetam, Grade XII B

Teachings of COVID-19

The COVID-19 pandemic has taught us so many things 
and made us realize how important each and every 
moment of life is! During this pandemic we are 
reconnecting with our hobbies, we are finding time for 
family, we are cherishing memories, we are cooking 
meals at home, exercising, going on a walk or even do-
ing yoga. We have learnt to spend time with our family. 
There are more happy times with family and friends 
today and we are experiencing that warmth and love 
of family without which we are incomplete. We have 
learnt how precious life is! We have appreciated 
walking up to a new day and without any complaints, 
we are doing our daily work. We have understood the 
value of our and others’ lives and how each moment 
is a blessing! We have learnt to work from home. We 
have been able to save our travel time, conveyance 
charges, a daily pair of clothes, and additional stress of 
being stuck in traffic because of working online. 
     
We have learnt to do the household work. We have 
learnt so many things from mopping the floor and 
washing clothes to chopping vegetables and clean-
ing the dishes. We have learnt to appreciate the work 
our domestic help provide us, their efforts that often 
went unnoticed and uncared for before the pandamic 
brought the world down to its knees. We have done 
the courses we always wanted to do. We have learnt 
the importance of health and hygiene. We have started 
using sanitizers, masks and hand soaps a lot more 
now! We have finally found time for losing weight, 
pursuing our hobbies. Today we are able to do 10 
different things and still have an ample amount of 
time in hand to do something more exciting besides 
our other commitments! 

Rhea Khanna, Grade VII A

For a better tomorrow

 Jokes

BC now stands for
 “Before Corona Virus” 
AD now stands for 
“After Distancing”  

Q) What is the difference between 
COVID-19 and Romeo and Juliet?
A) One is corona virus, the other is 
Verona Crisis. 

Q) Corona virus ruining your plants 
for 2020?
A) Save them for 2022. Because 2022 
is 2020 too.
    

Vedasri Uppala, Grade VII A

The magic of 7

Seven of all , seven of none,
The luck of eleven should be undone.
Colours and wonders 
of all whole things,
packed into seven to make it nice and 
clean. used in groups, used in studies, 
not because it’s an odd but unique.
Scintillating 7 of all different things,
makes a good impression and a 
name.
    

Manasi Komoravolu, Grade VII B

Building wings

Samridhi Bhandaru, Grade VIII B
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My Thoughts...... 

‘You get one life only. It was really our responsibility to live it 
as thoroughly as possible.’
Average human lifespan is about 75 years, that’s 900 months 
and even in that time, we spend
most of the time pleasing people who aren’t someone we 
connect to much. We waste our days
covering thousands of rows with excel sheets or working 
hard on things that we may not like
to do but have to. And so, your mind feels sluggish as you 
turn 75 and your legs feel tired, what you have is regrets. 
The worries about what you could have done in those 900 
months, all the journeys you could have been to and all the 
things that aren’t ticked on your wish list when you really 
wanted them to be will be your regrets later. 

We keep seeking pleasure in many materialistic things that 
won’t really make us feel good, but might give us a feeling of 
fulfilment, like a brand-new iPhone or a pair of Gucci 
sneakers. In doing these things, we get so confused that we 
forget about true pleasure. The pleasure of falling in love, or 
the satisfaction of simply lying down and chatting with our 
family and friends.
You won’t recall when you got your first phone or the most 
expensive pair of sneakers when you’re old and weak, but 
you might remember just what you talked about with your 
friends that night. Between Monday and Friday, we get so 
wrapped up with life that we forget about enjoying ourselves 
on those Saturday mornings.

We get so tired of the schedule and the deadlines that we 
forget of our life’s greatest deadline, the deadline of us, our 
life. It’s alright to miss a deadline or two once in a while just 
to take a break, or it’s all right to just sit and occasionally 
take time for yourself. Learn forgiveness. Learn to live. Learn 
to laugh with your mates, for these moments will be the only 
thing that will give you the courage to stay alive.

Aarush M. Shah, Grade X C
     

The Beauty and Power of Penmanship
‘Expressing thoughts & creativity through writing is an art that 
can be dated back thousands of years, and good handwriting 
was considered an advantageous skill for many generations. 
But has it become a lost art? And, if so, can the skill ever be 
resurrected?  

The digital age has undoubtedly improved our lives in a wide 
array of areas, but it has come at a cost. The likelihood of pick-
ing up a pen or pencil is at an all time low. Despite being great 
for your memory, very few people tend to write with ink. In-
stead, everything has become digitalized, sending emails has 
replaced the art of letter writing. To do lists or notetaking also 
has an app equivalent. While there is no denying the dectings 
in the penmanship capabilities of the average person, many 
people would question whether it truly matters. Similarly 
large sections of the population would suggest that it’s merely 
another sign of a conscious and significant shift towards the 
digital age.  

Nevertheless, there is something special about the unique-
ness and individuality of a person’s writing while we all under-
stand the same codes, symbols, and identifiers, we all express 
ourselves in a slightly different way.

On a separate but related note, digitally written documents 
are monotonous and tend to have little or no sentimental 
effect. Handwritten letters are very precious and remain as 
keepsakes. Furthermore, despite our constant reliance on 
technology, there are times when you cannot get to a tech 
device. Writing is also scientifically linked to good hand - to - 
eye coordination while it can also be an indicator of an 
individual’s capacity to learn.  There are several ways to 
consciously take responsibility and become more confident 
with a pen in your hand. Keeping a diary, going back to tra-
ditional shopping lists, writing cards rather than choosing  
personalized online designs, and dedicating a few minutes to 
writing each day can have a truly positive impact. Even with 
some institutes fighting to preserve the art of handwriting, the 
truth of the matter is that we all need to take personal 
responsibility. Now is the time to make it happen.

Shakthi Abinaya Vignesh, Grade IX C

Everyone is searching

for the missing piece in life.

Each one yearning for,

A Glimpse of happiness,

A burst of joy and a little hug.

But no one truly is happy nowadays,

Everyone wants to be happy them-

selves,

Each one says,” I want to be happy”.

But they never truly realise

Happiness is just a state of mind,

“I” stands for selfishness,

“Want” for desire,

Remove both from your life.

And finally, you are just left with 

“Happy”

True happiness is never divisible for

We can only be happy when those 

around us are happy.

Humans are queer creatures,

Searching for happiness in their 

surroundings,

When true happiness lies within 

themselves. 

        

           Pranav Deshmukh, Grade X G

We All are One 

Our India has 8 union 
territories and 28 diverse states. 
But all who live in India are friendly 
mates.
 
Different culture we discover, 
Every culture we admire, 
The significance of unity can just 
inspire, 
Even all our states have different attire! 

We all have different tastes
And we eat on different plates. 
We all pour 
scrumptious bastes to 
satisfy our diverse tastes! 

Even though everybody has different 
styles, 
Everyone still gives 
happiness in their smiles!

Circumstances may change someone, 
Reveal your heritage to everyone! 
We should be proud of our country and 
the way we all dance together merci-
fully!

  
                Saanvi Patra, Grade VII E

What is Hapiness ?

Reflections Profound
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Geopolitics Of 2020

What happened to international affairs in 2020? Well, all countries kept their ties except the 
United States shifting policy to ‘betterAmerican lives’ in regard to the Middle East in early 
2020. The spew of missiles in Iraq caused heavy infrastructural damage even though less 
damage to lives. The bushfires of Australia caused the mind sweeping damage worth 
47 million acres of land.     

The Duke and Duchess of Sussex, Prince Harry and Meghan Markle announced that they 
would be stepping down as Senior royals and have settled in Santa Barbara. The 45th US 
president, Donald Trump faced an impeachment trial in January on charges that he asked 
Ukrainian government to investigate former Vice President Joe Biden (Current 46th US Presi-
dent) and his son Hunter. He was acquitted by the Senate on February 5. In the Stock Markets 
a global recession triggered as many countries went under self-isolation, while Dow Jones 
and many stocks fell drastically naming it Stock market Crash 2020.  

BLM protests were taken to the streets around the world after the tragic death of George 
Floyd. The protests denounced the practices of police brutality, illegal interpretation of law, 
racism, corruption and police reforms. Many cases of police brutality erupted causing the 
world to unite against corruption and in the US many police officers agreed with the masses 
triggering the widespread of Police agreeing that Police reforms were needed all around the 
world. A group allegedly led by a Florida teen hacked into the twitter accounts of prominent 
business and political figures including Joe Biden, Bill Gates, Elon Musk and Kanye West in a 
bitcoin scam. A massive explosion at a Beirut port on August 4 sparked by the accidental det-
onation of 2,750 tons of ammonium nitrate, killed at least 190 people and injured thousands 
of others. Election in the USA occurred, and the New Vice President of the United States was 
elected to be the Democrat Kamala Harris and the 46th US President to be Democrat Joe 
Biden. 

But, there has been a surge of digitalization in the world marking a new generation of tech-
nology in the World. Question upon the climate was raised and whether there would be 
an end of Climate. The UN took place during this Pandemic. The beginning of the week the 
UNGA 75th session took place marked the 75 years of UN and Pre-recorded statements of 
the Head of State were given by the delegation of the nation represented. The Security coun-
cil guaranteed the protection of rights of individuals by increasing the mandate of current 
special missions in nations suffering from crisis,calling for worldwide ceasefire and sanctions 
upon Non-State actors. 

“PEOPLE WHO ACCOMPLISH GREAT THINGS ARE AWARE OF THE NEGATIVE, BUT THY GIVE 
ALL THEIR MENTAL ENERGY TO THE POSITIVE.”  

Aadi Pranay Chandel, Grade IX E

Wakeup. Stare at a screen. Eat. Homework. 

Sleep. Repeat. This is the repetitive cycle that 

most students have been facing for the past 

nine months, with only a sporadic escape. Life 

seems like a boring movie that you’ve seen 

too many times to enjoy anymore. By now 

some have even stopped wondering when it 

will all be over, and have moved on to treating 

this as a new life. What can the others do? The 

ones who await the return to their old lives? 

The ones who anticipate for this phase to pass 

by? Well, we can only hope. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has set the whole 

world into a lockdown mode, and everyone on 

high alert. The number of cases exponentially 

grows, along with the fear it has inserted in 

our hearts. Businesses have been shut down, 

employees have been let go, and the econo-

my is on an all-time-low. More importantly, 

human interaction has been cut off almost 

entirely. People rarely meet their families and 

friends, and when they do, it’s treated as a 

celebration. This pandemic has taught us a lot 

of lessons; one of the most important being 

to never take anything for granted. And that is 

what should be taken from all of this.

The morals and values that we derive from 

our experiences makes us who we truly are. 

For example: we are all stuck at home, unable 

to go out and enjoy outdoor pleasures. If you 

are going through this pandemic alone, use it 

as a self-growth experience and try to work on 

yourself and discover your likes and dislikes. 

If you are stuck with members of family and 

friends, use it as a bonding experience in-

stead. Get to know them better and strength-

en your relationship with them. Just know that 

there are a lot of people out there who could 

have it worse, and might be in more harrow-

ing circumstances than ourselves. 

We must not see the dark side of these grave 

circumstances, and simply wallow in our feel-

ings. For our sake and for the people who 

surround us, we must rise from the depths of 

negativity and see the bright side. Make use 

of what we have, and help others in their time 

of need as well. To survive this, we must keep 

ourselves afloat by taking things positively. 

Only then can we come out stronger on the 

other side.

“NO MATTER HOW HARD PEOPLE TRY TO BREAK YOU DOWN OR WHOEVER TRIES TO STOMP 
ON YOU, YOU WILL ALWAYS BE UNIQUE IN YOUR OWN WAY,  

AND NO ONE CAN CHANGE THAT” 
Nitya Ravuri, Grade IX E
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Akshita Mohapatra, Grade X G

Aditi Sharma,Grade IV DAnirudh.V, Grade X GG Taanya Reddy ,Grade X C

Manasvi,Grade X C Tanishi kedia, Grade VII B

Laasya Priya Sri,Grade X G

Akshara Gadde, Grade V ABomanwar Trisha,Grade V B

AASHI JAIN, Grade III C

E Lakshmi Pranathi,Grade IV A

T Sai Manasvi,Grade X C

Prisha Garg, Grade IV D

Samriddhi Debbarma, Grade V E    Pinnaka Bhageeradh, Grade V C

Anya Gupta,Grade X G

Sayii Anikkha,Grade III A

Master strokes
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वीडिमो गेभ  इरेक्ट्रॉननक ,इॊटयैक्क्ट्टव गेभ  हैं  जो उनके जीवॊत यॊग , ध्वनन  प्रबाव औय  जटटर   
ग्राफ़िक्ट्स  के लरए जाने  हैं। मह थायो से जुड़ ेएक गेभ फॉक्ट्स को स्थापऩत  कयके  एक टेरीपवज़न  सेट मा 
कॊ प्मूटय भें चराए जाते हैं। तफ  फचा  एक चरयत्र मा चरयत्र की  श्ुॊखरा को ननमॊत्रत्रत कयने  के लरए जोक्स्टक 
मा ननमॊत्रक  का उऩमोग  कयना है क्ट्मोंफ़क ऩात्रों को स्रीन ऩय प्रदलित फाधाओॊ का  साभना  कयना ऩड़ता 
है।  मे भुक्ट्म रूऩ से  फच्चों औय फ़किोयों  को आकक पित कयने के लरए  डिज़ाइन फ़कए जाते है। एक कॊ प्मूटय 
गेभ  एक कॊ प्मूटय ननमॊत्रत्रत  गेभ है जहाॊ  खखराड़ी भनोयॊजन के लरए स्रीन ऩय प्रदलिकत  वस्तुओॊ  के साथ 
खेरते  हैं | एक वीडिमो गेभ अननवामक रूऩ से भनोयॊजन का ही रूऩ है , रेफ़कन  न केवर व्मक्क्ट्तगत 
कॊ प्मूटय  ऩय केरे जाने वारे गेभों  के लरए ,फक्कक कॊ सोर  मा  आकेि  भिीन द्वाया  चराए 
जाने  वारे  गेभों  को बी  सॊदलबकत कयता  है | सकायात्भक  प्रबाव रयफ्रेक्ट्स ओय आईक्ट्म ू भें
सुधाय  कयता  है 
अध्ममन  से सात्रफत हुआ  हैं फ़क वीडिमो  गेभ खेरना  कई  ऩहरुओॊ भें खखराडड़मों  के प्रनतत्रफॊफ को फेहतय 
फनाता है | इसने गेभसक  को फेहतय सजकन बी  फनामा है |  
तथ्म  मह  है  फ़क क्जन  रोगौं ने वीडिमो  गेभ 3 घॊटे प्रनतटदन केरा , वे  32% सटीक औय   
प्रबावी टॊग से रैप्रोस्कोपऩक (छोटे  चीया ) पवििेऻ  होने  के  कयणा  फटिमा प्रदिकन कयते थे |   
अध्ममनों न े मह बी सात्रफत  कय टदमा है फ़क जो रोग ननमलभत गेभसक हैं |, वे भक्स्तिक की गनतपवधधमों भें 
सुधाय  कय चकेु हैं | फेहतय  फुनमादी दशॄ्म   
   
प्रफ़रमाएजो रोग सप्ताह भें 30 घॊटे खेरते हैं वे अधधक अनुफॊध सम्वेदनिीर  फन  जाते  हैं औय  गैय -
गेभय  के भुकाफरे  भें भुक्श्कर  यॊगों को अरग कयने  भें  सऺभ  होते  हैं | ऩयीऺण के नतीजे  फताते है फ़क 
वीडिमो गेभ  खेरने  वारे  रोग दृक्टट भें सुधाय  टदखाते  हैं |  फेहतय कामककायी काभ काजकामक  प्रणारी 
व्मक्क्ट्तमों को भानलसक श्भता  आवॊटटत  कयने  की ऺभता को  सान्दत्रफकत कयती  है | अध्ममनों ने सात्रफत 
कय टदमा है फ़क जो  रोग वीडिमो गेभ खेरते  हैं वे फेहतय  ननणकम  रेने  भें अच्छे होते  हैं | भाक्स्तटक 
कीसेहत वीडिमो गेभ  भाक्स्तटक  के काभ कयने  की गनत एवॊ  ऺभता को फिाते  है | अफ  अगय  आऩ 
एक  भाता -पऩता  हैं  जो सोचते  हैं फ़क आऩके  फच्चों  के  लरए  वीडिमो  गेभ खयाफ  हैं तो 
इन  कायकों  के फाये  भें  सोचें | वीडिमो गेभ  खेरना  आऩके फच्चों की  भानलसक  फ़पटनेस  भें
सुधाय   कयता  है

  

  
   
कयोना को दयू  बगाओ   
फ़कसी  से  न हाथ  लभराओ  |   
दो  गज  की दयूी  यखो ,  
नभस्ते  कयके  काभ  चराओ  |   
भास्क ऩहनकय  ही  फाहय  ननकरो ,  
गाड़ी -गाड़ी  हाथ  धोते यहो |   
गफयाओ  नहीॊ   
सावधानी  कयतो ,  
कयोना  को   
दयू बगाओ  !  
   

   
   
हभायी प्मायी धयती   
हभाये लरए क्ट्मा  न  कयती ?  
हभाये जीवन  के  लरए  वह  रड़ती  |   
क्ट्मा  होता  अगय  वह  भयती ?  
धयती के लरए  कयते  है  हभ  क्ट्मा  ?  
प्रदपूित  कयते  है  हभ  महाॉ औय 
वहाॉ  |  अफ  मह  न चरेगा ,  
प्रदिुण  के वजह से हय  कोई  भायेगा |   
अफ  हभ सफ लभर   
ऩौधे उऩमोंगे ,  
धयती  का टदर   
वाऩस  जगामोंगे  |   

टहॊदी पवबाग हमारी प्यारी धरती

करोना से सावधानी सबकी है यह जिम्मेदारी | 

ववीडियो गेममिंग

Parth Singal, Grade 9 F

Deepika S Nair, Grade IX E Anusha Anchlia, Grade VI E 

French

MAGIQUE SHOP

La Magique shop est une technique psychodrama-
tique qui échange la peur contre une attitude  posi-
tive. C’est un type de psychothérapie qui utilise les 
interactions de groupe pour approfondir les émotions, 
les relations, les désirs, etc. On pense que ces aspects 
cachés de nous-mêmes sont mis en évidence pendant 
le psychodrame. La technique psychodrama tique 
comporte trois aspects principaux : l’échauffement, 
l’action, l’intégration.

Druti Katukota, Grade X G

Voyez le monde sans partir de chez vous !

À cause du verrouillage causé par le COVID 19, 
les plans de voyage de beaucoup ont été an-
nulés. Mais, ne vous inquiétez pas ! Depuis le 
début de la pandémie, de nombreux musées et 
monuments ont ouvert leurs portes à tous. 
Mais, maintenant, vous n’avez pas besoin d’un 
passeport pour les visiter ; vous avez juste 
besoin d’une connexion Internet !
Par exemple, le musée le plus visité au monde, 
le Louvre, a proposé des visites virtuelles de 
certaines sections comme les antiquités égyp-
tiennes, les salles de Napoléon, le Louvre mé-
diéval et des œuvres de Michel Angelo.

Ou, la Tour Eiffel qui est le monument le plus 
emblématique de Paris ! La Tour Eiffel est gé-
néralement entourée de beaucoup de monde 
et de files d’attente ; maintenant vous pouvez 
profiter de la belle vue depuis le calme de vo-
tre maison !

À l’aide d’applications telles que <<Google Arts 
and Culture>> et <<YouTube>>, vous pouvez 
obtenir des visites virtuelles à 360 degrés de 
divers monuments français comme l’Arc de Tri-
omphe, le château de Versailles et Notre-Dame 
de Paris

Non seulement les musées et monuments, 
vous pouvez maintenant visiter des parcs 
d’aventures comme Disneyland Paris de votre 
salon. « Once Upon a Time », une série You-
Tube en français (avec sous-titres en anglais) 
emmène les téléspectateurs dans une visite 
de la station de Disneyland Paris en 30 courtes 
vidéos. Essayez-le !
Bon Voyage !
                                     Divi Pothukuchi, Grade X D

QUE SONT LES MÊMES ?
Un même est un concept ou un comportement qui se 
propage d’une personne à l’autre. Un même est une 
image ou une
vidéo qui représente les pensées et les sentiments 
d’un public spécifique.
La plupart des mêmes sont des photos légendées des-
tinées à susciter I ’humour. Cependant, il existe égale-
ment de nombreux mêmes vidéo viraux.

Des exemples de mêmes comprennent les croyances, 
les modes, les histoires et les phrases. Dans les gé-
nérations précédentes, les mêmes se propageaient 
généralement au sein des cul tures locales ou des 
groupes sociaux. Les mêmes et les réseaux sociaux 
sont excellents I ’un pour l’autre. Les deux concepts 
concernent la connexion avec des personnes en 
ligne. Alors que les réseaux sociaux sont une plate-
forme de communication, les mêmes sont un moyen 
d’exprimer une idée culturellement pertinente. Les 
mêmes sont un phénomène social mon- dial et un 
aspect de plus en plus important du marketing viral et 
de l’engagement social. Les mêmes sont souvent liés 
à des cultures ou sous-cultures existantes. Souvent, 
les mêmes se propagent rapidement via les réseaux 
sociaux les e-mails et les forums
                                                                                                                                                      
                           Anushka Naga Chintalapati, Grade IX F
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1. చిక్కు: మీరు దాతుి ఉపయోగ ించే మ ిందు ఏమి విచిిన్ిిం చేయాలి?
సమాధానం: ఒక గుడ్డు

2.      చిక్కు: నేన్ు చిన్ితన్ింలో ఎతతు గా ఉనాిన్ు, నేన్ు పతుచేయడింముదలెట్టా క్ 
చిన్ివాడిన ైతోృ యాన్ు. నేన్ు ఏింటి్? 

 సమాధానం: ఒక కొవ్వొతి్త

3. చిక్కు: సింవతసరింలో ఏ న లలో 28 రోజులక ఉనాియి?
జవ్బు: అన్నినెలలలో

4. చిక్కు: రింధ్ాాలతో తుిండిన్ది కాతు తూట్ితు క్లిగ  ఉన్ిది ఏమిట్ి?
సమాధానం: ఒక సపంజి

5. చిక్కు: మీరు ఏ పశా్ిక్క అవున్ు అతు సమాధ్ాన్ిం ఇవవలేరు?
జవ్బు: మీరు ఇంక న్నద్రపో తునాిర?

6. చిక్కు: ఎలలపుుడూ మీ మ ిందు ఉన్ిది కాతు చూడలేమ ?
జవ్బు: భవిషయతుి

7. చిక్కు: పతాిదీ పసుపు రింగ లో ఉన్ి ఒక్ అింతసుు ల ఇలకల  ఉింది. పసుపు గోడలక, పసుపు తలకపులక,
పసుపు ఫర ిచర్ మెట్లల  ఏ రింగ ?

 జవ్బు: ఏదీ లేద్ు - ఇది ఒక అంతసుు ల ఇలలు .

8. చిక్కు. మీరు దాతుి ఎపుట్ికీ తీయక్తోృయినా, తాక్క్తోృయినా మీరు ఏమి విచిిన్ిిం చేయవచుు?
సమాధానం: ఒక వ్గ్ా నం

9. చిక్కు: ఏమి పెరుగ తతింది కాతు ఎపుుడూ దిగదు?
సమాధానం: మీ వయసుు

10. చిక్కు: గొడుగ  లేదా ట్ోపీ లేక్కిండా వరషింలో బయట్ ఉన్ి వయకతు తలపెై ఒక్ు జుట్లా  క్ూడా తడిగా లేదు. ఎిందుక్క?
జవ్బు: అతను బట్టతల

  

తెలలగు విభాగం

చికలులల

1. చిక్కు: మీరు దాతుి ఉపయోగ ించే మ ిందు ఏమి విచిిన్ిిం చేయాలి?
సమాధానం: ఒక గుడ్డు

2.      చిక్కు: నేన్ు చిన్ితన్ింలో ఎతతు గా ఉనాిన్ు, నేన్ు పతుచేయడింముదలెట్టా క్ 
చిన్ివాడిన ైతోృ యాన్ు. నేన్ు ఏింటి్? 

 సమాధానం: ఒక కొవ్వొతి్త

3. చిక్కు: సింవతసరింలో ఏ న లలో 28 రోజులక ఉనాియి?
జవ్బు: అన్నినెలలలో

4. చిక్కు: రింధ్ాాలతో తుిండిన్ది కాతు తూట్ితు క్లిగ  ఉన్ిది ఏమిట్ి?
సమాధానం: ఒక సపంజి

5. చిక్కు: మీరు ఏ పశా్ిక్క అవున్ు అతు సమాధ్ాన్ిం ఇవవలేరు?
జవ్బు: మీరు ఇంక న్నద్రపో తునాిర?

6. చిక్కు: ఎలలపుుడూ మీ మ ిందు ఉన్ిది కాతు చూడలేమ ?
జవ్బు: భవిషయతుి

7. చిక్కు: పతాిదీ పసుపు రింగ లో ఉన్ి ఒక్ అింతసుు ల ఇలకల  ఉింది. పసుపు గోడలక, పసుపు తలకపులక,
పసుపు ఫర ిచర్ మెట్లల  ఏ రింగ ?

 జవ్బు: ఏదీ లేద్ు - ఇది ఒక అంతసుు ల ఇలలు .

8. చిక్కు. మీరు దాతుి ఎపుట్ికీ తీయక్తోృయినా, తాక్క్తోృయినా మీరు ఏమి విచిిన్ిిం చేయవచుు?
సమాధానం: ఒక వ్గ్ా నం

9. చిక్కు: ఏమి పెరుగ తతింది కాతు ఎపుుడూ దిగదు?
సమాధానం: మీ వయసుు

10. చిక్కు: గొడుగ  లేదా ట్ోపీ లేక్కిండా వరషింలో బయట్ ఉన్ి వయకతు తలపెై ఒక్ు జుట్లా  క్ూడా తడిగా లేదు. ఎిందుక్క?
జవ్బు: అతను బట్టతల

  

తెలలగు విభాగం

చికలులల
1. చిక్కు: మీరు దాతుి ఉపయోగ ించే మ ిందు ఏమి విచిిన్ిిం చేయాలి?

సమాధానం: ఒక గుడ్డు

2.      చిక్కు: నేన్ు చిన్ితన్ింలో ఎతతు గా ఉనాిన్ు, నేన్ు పతుచేయడింముదలెట్టా క్ 
చిన్ివాడిన ైతోృ యాన్ు. నేన్ు ఏింటి్? 

 సమాధానం: ఒక కొవ్వొతి్త

3. చిక్కు: సింవతసరింలో ఏ న లలో 28 రోజులక ఉనాియి?
జవ్బు: అన్నినెలలలో

4. చిక్కు: రింధ్ాాలతో తుిండిన్ది కాతు తూట్ితు క్లిగ  ఉన్ిది ఏమిట్ి?
సమాధానం: ఒక సపంజి

5. చిక్కు: మీరు ఏ పశా్ిక్క అవున్ు అతు సమాధ్ాన్ిం ఇవవలేరు?
జవ్బు: మీరు ఇంక న్నద్రపో తునాిర?

6. చిక్కు: ఎలలపుుడూ మీ మ ిందు ఉన్ిది కాతు చూడలేమ ?
జవ్బు: భవిషయతుి

7. చిక్కు: పతాిదీ పసుపు రింగ లో ఉన్ి ఒక్ అింతసుు ల ఇలకల  ఉింది. పసుపు గోడలక, పసుపు తలకపులక,
పసుపు ఫర ిచర్ మెట్లల  ఏ రింగ ?

 జవ్బు: ఏదీ లేద్ు - ఇది ఒక అంతసుు ల ఇలలు .

8. చిక్కు. మీరు దాతుి ఎపుట్ికీ తీయక్తోృయినా, తాక్క్తోృయినా మీరు ఏమి విచిిన్ిిం చేయవచుు?
సమాధానం: ఒక వ్గ్ా నం

9. చిక్కు: ఏమి పెరుగ తతింది కాతు ఎపుుడూ దిగదు?
సమాధానం: మీ వయసుు

10. చిక్కు: గొడుగ  లేదా ట్ోపీ లేక్కిండా వరషింలో బయట్ ఉన్ి వయకతు తలపెై ఒక్ు జుట్లా  క్ూడా తడిగా లేదు. ఎిందుక్క?
జవ్బు: అతను బట్టతల

  

తెలలగు విభాగం

చికలులల
భారీ వనలో చెమటోడ్చిపనిచేసతూ
మండ్ే సతర్యుడ్చ ఎండ తటటు కంటూ
రేయంబవళ్ళు కషుపడుతునన
వెననన చతపనివడు ర ైతు

 
ఏడ్ాదినుటట కషుపడ్చ సంనుదించిన ఆ పంటని

స్ార్ధం లేక ండ్ా ఇచేిసేదానశీలి ర ైతు
కషుసనఖాలనన శతుు మితుు లనన
సమంగ చతసే సితపుజ్ఞు డు ర ైతు

 
ర ైతు రోజూ  చేసే కృష

పుపంచానికి జీవనాధార్ము,
దేశపురోఘతికి మూలసింభమ ైన
ర ైతే  జగతికి  నుు ణాధార్ము 

  

ఆనందంగ నడుసనూ ంది ఈ జీవితం
అకస్ాతుగ వచిింది ఈఘోర్ం
అందరికీ చతంచింది వరి స్ి నం

క్షణంలో కలినోు తునన నుు ణం
ఎదో స్ధించాలనే తపన

కనీ చెైనా ఇచిిన ఈ బహృమానం
ఈ పరిసితికి మూల కర్ణం

విరిసన వెనెనల కరిగినోుయన
విర్పూసన పువుా వడ్చనోు యన
వదదనాన వచేిది మర్ణం వచిిన

చిగురించిన మన ధెైర్ుం మాతుం చిర్కలం మిగిలినోు తుంది.
 

  

ర ైతు..మహానుభావుడు

విడిపో తుననమనిషి బ్రతుకు

Tanisi Ramrakhyani, Grade X G  

Goteti Vyshnavi, Grade VIII C 

P Jai Vishnu Vardan, Grade VIII A
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International Curriculum 

My trip to Poovar

Poovar is a place in Kerala which is very beauti-
ful with green trees and cute squirrels. I visited 
Poovar  last summer along with my father, 
brother and grand father. It is my favourite trip. 
We went till Kochi by plane. From there we went
by taxi to Poovar. We stayed in Club Mahindra 
resorts. The resort was also full of green trees. 
It also has a big swimming pool. I swam with the 
help of tube and enjoyed everyday. I also did 
archery, football. The resort also has a gaming 
room where I played Jita in Xbox. We stayed 
there for4 days and enjoyed everyday.

Tribhuvan Reddy, C2 A

One, Two, Three, Bake A Cake

One, two, three...
cake recipe for free
four, five, six...
bring cake mix
seven, eight, nine...
pour some wine
ten, eleven, twelve...
mix it well
thirteen, fourteen, fifteen...
bake it like a muffin.

Sarayu Kunamneni, C1 A
38

Gangadutt Sai Sunku, C5 D

The Mouse

There was a mouse with big ears
The mouse had seven ears. The mouse ate flies
In the skies 
The mouse dropped the fly and ended in tears.
  

Darsh Agarwal, C5 C

My Cat Is Fat 

I have a cat named Vesters,
And he eats all day,

He always lays around,
And never wants to play,

Not even with a squeaky toy,
Nor anything that moves,

When I have him exercise
He always disappears

So we’ve put him on a diet
but now he yells all day.

And even though  he is thinner
He still won’t come to play 

Asfa Fatima, C5 D

Mickey Mouse

Mickey Mouse is my favourite Disney
cartoon character. It became an icon for Walt Disney
Company. Mickey Mouse is short for Mitchell Mouse.
It was created in 1928 by Walt Disney and Ub Iwerks
and voiced by Walt Disney. Mickey is often presented 
as a cheerful and mischievous rodent. It’s a mouse 
who typically wears red shorts, large yellow shoes and 
white gloves. Mickey generally appears alongside his 
girl friend Minnie Mouse, his pet dog Pluto, his friends 
Donald Duck and Goofy and his nemesis Pete. He was 
the first cartoon to have a star on the Hollywood Walk  
of fame. Mickey mouse is my favourite as he is adven-
turous like me. 

Aanya Sharma, C2 D

Vivid expressions

Sahasra, C1 A

Aanya, C3 E
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Friends Forever

We all have friends - many or at least 
one, 
We all need them for play and fun!
They can’t be bought or sold,
Friends are a mountain of gold!

CHIREC gave me a lot of friends,
Thank you for starting this beautiful 
trend!
Though online school is a little rare,
We all still shower love and care.

Once COVID is over we will all go to 
school,
And it’s again going to be fun and 
cool!
Till then you can give me a call,
My dear friends, I love you all.

Prisha Chaudhary, C3 A

Riddles

Once existed a town of books 
One day …
The oldest and wisest book said “ On account of 
Children’s day I am reading a book for you , It’s basi-
cally a few questions / riddles So let’s begin ……

No. 1- I have letters and numbers but I’m not a 
computer keyboard. I’m sometimes stored in a case 
but I’m not a cellphone. I contain paper but I’m not a 
ring binder. I have a cover but I’m not a pillow. I have a 
spine but I don’t have any bones.

No. 2 -What is cut on a table, but is never eaten?

No. 3 - What has a head and a tail but no body?

No. 4 - The more you take, the more you leave behind. 
What are they?

No. 5 - I have lakes with no water, mountains with no 
stones, Cities with no buildings , Who am I ??

No. 6 - How many months of the year have 28 days?

The old wise book said, “So children, how did you like 
the book ? “
A small book said “ It was awesome, You are the best, 
Thank you. 

Aanvi Kedia, C4 B

Aarush Saxena, C1 C

I LOVE MY INDIA

PEACOCK, NATIONAL BIRD

Indian Traditional Games

This lockdown changed our lifestyle and we 
learned attending virtual classes and playing tradi-
tional games. Few games which I played are below:

Spinning Top :  This top spins rapidly with the aid 
of a string rope coiled around its axis from bottom 
to top which when pulled quickly, sets it in motion.
The colours shapes and designs blend together as 
the top spins.

Slings Hot : This classic toy consists of a Y-Shaped 
frame used to knock off an object.

Seven stones : Seven stones is one of oldest and 
most popular games played in India. The game 
involves 2 teams with a ball and flat stones / wood-
en blocks and will try to restore the pile of blocks 
while the other team try to throw the ball at the 
opposing team. This game is full of excitement and 
fun. 

Arjun Rao. CH, C1 C

My Earth Is In My Hands
1.Turn off the lights when not 
required. 

2.Wash the car using a bucket for water.

3.Repair leaking taps.

4.Take short showers.

5.Donate things after using.

Yogya Chowdary, C1 C

My Cartoon World

A cartoon is a type of animated en-
tertainment form started by J Stuart 
Blackton and Winsdor McCay. 
There are different types of car-
toons. The early versions were the 
comic strips we know today. The first 
cartoon form was “Cave Paintings” in 
places like Egypt, Greece and Rome. 
I sometimes learned from cartoons 
like “Daniel Tiger” which helped me 
learn how to do basic characters.
My recent favorite cartoon is “Sonic, 
The Hedge boy. Sonic is a blue 
hedgeboy who can run at super 
sonic speeds and curl into a ball.
There is a video game service based 
on Sonic.
I like Sonic, the cartoon and video 
game because of Sonic’s cool de-
meanour and supersonic speed. 

Samihan Bande, C2 D

Twisha Khatri, C2 D

Trip to my cousin’s house

I went to my cousin’s house last Sunday.
She lives in a village on the bank of river Godavari. 
We went in a car. After having breakfast, we went to a 
temple. The temple was in the middle of river. First we 
went on a boat and walked on sand to reach the 
temple. We prayed there and came back.

We had our lunch and took rest. In the evening, we
went to the river and played in the water for some
time. I loved playing in water and came back home.
I enjoyed my trip very much.

Parinita Gunnam, C1 A

ReflectionsWisps of thoughts
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Constellations

Hey! Do you want to learn about   
constellations? Then you’ve stopped 
on the right page. Come on! Let me 
tell you!

First of all we need to know what a 
constellation is. A constellation hap-
pens when a group of shimmering 
stars create an outline or a pattern 
like an animal, a mythological person 
or it can be anything!

Most constellations are constantly 
gliding across the sky. However there 
are some constellations that never
move across the sky. Pretty cool 
right? Now let’s move on.

Now there are currently 
88 recognised constellations in the 
whole world! In fact, location of con-
stellations are often used by sea 
navigators to find out their 
location while travelling. Humans 
have used constellations longer then 
you can imagine. Wow! That was a lot 
of information but that’s it for now. 
If you want more, scroll through the 
rest of the pages.

Aadhya Raju, C5 A

Geosynchronous Satellite Launch  
Vehicle Mark - III (GSLV MARK3)

ISRO - Indian Space Research Organisation, was 
formed in August 15th 1969. Indian first satellite mis-
sion “Aryabhata” was operated by ISRO in 1975, April 
19th. After that ISRO developed “Rohini”, SLV-3 (Sat-
ellite Launch Vehicle-3), PSLV (Polar Satellite Launch 
Vehicle) then now GSLV - (Geosynchronous Satellite 
Launch Vehicle) was created in 2001.

GSLV - MK -3

ISRO successfully launched GSLV-MK-3 on 5th June 
2017 from “Satish Dhawan Space Centre”.
It was first used in Care Mission for “Atmosphere 
Re-entry Experiment”, and then used to launch the 
satellites G-Sat 12 and G-Sat 29, lastly used for “Chan-
drayan-2”. PSLV was used only to launch Satellites but 
then Mangalyan (MOM) PSLV MK-2 was used. These 
Rockets have launched numerous communication and 
earth observation satellites.

Joshi Smaran, C3 A

Aashritha , C5 A

It’s A Blast !

Put on your spacesuit
we’re going to the moon
climb aboard the
spaceship we’re going
to blast off soon.

Put on your helmet,
Strap yourself in tight
Check your controls and
instruments, Get ready for the flight.

Time for your journey,
The count down has begun.

Purak Agarwal, C4 D

Must I Go to Hospital

Must I go to Hospital?
Can’t I just say no?
Can I take my teddy?
I don’t want to go!
Must I stay overnight?
Can’t I just say no?
Can I take my new cars?
I don’t want to go!
Are the doctors friendly?
Are the nurses Pleasant?
OK, Dad, Just this once then
But you must give me a present!

Laasya Suryadevara, C5 BTvisha Gangwal, C3 B

Super Heroes

A superhero is someone,
Who wants to save the world,
No, not in that way,
They want to help when times are hard.
The superheroes I’m talking about,
Don’t wear a cape,
but instead risk their lives,
for someone else’s sake.
They can be short or tall,
fat or thin, fair or dark,
but the only thing that matters is,
The voice inside them urging
I can, I will, and I should.

Doctors could be an example,
as no matter how hard,
they constantly just think about,
How to make us better.
Right now in this world,
as the pandemic crushes us all beneath it,
2 superheroes called doctors and nurses,
are trying to save us from it,
So next time you meet a doctor or a nurse,
Say “Thank You” to them for fighting this curse.  

Kavya Bansal, C5 B

Follow Your Dreams

Voice modeReverie...
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Angad Verma, C5 D

Aanya Sharma, C2 D

Potato 

Hi! I am a potato.
I am one of your
favourite foods.

What am I ?
I am a root vegetable, as
I grow under the ground
below a small plant. 
When the green plant turns brown 
I am ready to be eaten.

I am rich in starch,
proteins and vitamins which
make me a good source of energy. 
I cannot be eaten raw and can be 
cooked by boiling, frying, roasting or 
baking.

Dittvi Kedia, C2 C

The Story of Christmas

Christmas is celebrated on Jesus Christ’s 
birthday. It is celebrated every year on 
the 25th of December.

Jesus was born in Bethlehem and his 
parents were Mary and Joseph. He was 
born in a stable and his bed was made 
of fresh hay. Before his birth, an angel 
Gabriel came in Mary’s dreams and told 
her about Jesus-the son of God.

Jesus helped the poor and needy and 
asked people to love God with all their 
heart.

On Christmas eve, Santa Claus brings 
gifts for children and we sing the song  
‘Jingle Bells’.

Vritika Kashyap, C1 B

Our Earth and Its Elements

Our earth is special, there is just one.

It gives us water, soil and sun.

People and animals share the land,

Let’s all lend a helping hand!

You can save water and plant a tree.

Make a better home for you and me.

Recycle things, don’t throw away.

Make every day an Earth day.

Tavishi Gupta, C7 A

My SuperHero, My Dad

My dad and I have special powers I bet you 
didn’t know and when we are together our 
super powers grow. 
 

Riyansh Agarwal, C1 B

Water Conservation
A couple of years ago, I saw this advertisement of  Hindustan 
Unilever. The ad was in Hindi. It shows some villagers dis-
covering a working shower cubicle in the middle of a desert 
in Rajasthan. It then shows how the villagers do not know 
what it is and start drinking out of it and filling earthen pots, 
glasses, and buckets. The message in the ad was that the wa-
ter used by villagers to have a shower can quench the thirst 
of an entire village. It made me realise that water is a scarce 
commodity, and we should not take it for granted.Every time 
I had a shower since then, I thought about it and minimised 
my consumption. I also started looking at other ways of con-
serving water.  Today I would like to share with everybody the 
importance of water conservation and how to do our part to 
help save planet earth.

The importance of conserving water :
Have you ever heard of the saying “water, water, everywhere, 
but not a drop to drink”? This will soon become a reality for 
us because even though we have three-quarters of the world 
filled with water, the amount of potable water is decreas-
ing everyday and governments around the world are finding 
ways of saving this essential resource. There are various ways 
in which water can be conserved in our everyday lives. Let me 
share with you a few ways to do so. 
How to conserve water :
• Take shorter showers or if possible, take a bucket bath 

instead of a shower.
• Check your house to make sure that you have no leaks.
• Spread awareness about the need to conserve water.
• Make a rainwater harvesting pit and use the water for 

watering plants, etc.
• Use a watering can instead of a hose to water your plants.
• Only put full loads in the washing machine (the same 

thing applies for dishwashers, too)
• Only wash your car when you need to.
• Install aerators in your kitchen and toilets to reduce  

consumption.
• Switch off the tap while brushing and shaving to avoid 

wastage of water.
• Used recycled water in toilets and gardens.  

 
                                                                       A. Chatterjee, C5 C

Change beginsTreasures...

Vivikta Gupta, C6 D
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Forests are amazing!!!

Forests are Amazing
Forests are nice
With all their animals
From big lions to small mice.

Forests are Amazing
Forests are good
They are shelters for many creatures
And provide abundant food.

Forests are Amazing
Forests have many trees
And they also have
A cool and windy breeze.

Forests are Amazing
We should save them
Including their animals
And their ponds shiny like a gem.

Aurumicka Dinesh, C3 A

School - My Second Home

My school is so cool and makes me think of it every 
morning. It was so fun going to school which I miss a 
lot now a days. We study, play, have presentations, tal-
ent shows etc.. It was good that we meet our friends, 
teachers have fun and frolic days by sharing the 
knowledge with others. COVID-19 changed
the situation, but we are grateful to meet again after 
several days with new method of education called 
virtual learning, where we get a chance to meet on 
Microsoft Teams. 

I wonder what the future would decide, hope we could 
get the COVID-19 vaccine as soon as possible and I 
could visit my second home - My School CHIREC!

Thamogh Vemparala, C3 E

Brother

A brother is a gift to you...
When you need help, 
your brother will always help you. 

When your heart is broken, 
your brother will always cheer you up.

When you are stuck in a Math problem, 
your brother is always there to solve it out.

When you get shouting, 
your brother is always there to make you happy.

When you are angry, 
your brother is always there to please you.
A brother is a gift to you...

Ekveer Bajaj, C3 B

My Sister

I love my sister. She teaches me a lot 
of things. At night she reads me story 
books. She makes pudding for me. 
She has many ideas for birthday par-
ties. Her name is Bhoomika Reddy.

D. Charita Reddy, C1 B

Water

Water is a boon, water is life, 
Without any water, 
There’s nothing in life. 

We need water and animals too, 
Plants need water and earth needs 
too. 

Don’t waste water, don’t make this 
mistake, 
Save water for everyone’s sake 

Save water! Save water! Save! Save!  

Stop misusing, don’t misbehaving.      
Respect water, now matter is grave. 
Think of the future, the present God 
gave.  

Save water! Save water!  
Save! Save! Save!

Aahana Vohra, C4 C

Say no to pollution!

Air pollution harms the 
ENVIRONMENT, This is caused
by smoke from factories and vehicles.
When you want to go to a place near, 
You can walk or use a cycle. 

For long distances, you can carpool.
We need to lessen the number of 
vehicles on the road.

Lakshmi Gyanada K, C4 C

The Wonder Of Nature

Nature! Nature! So lush and green, the wonder
of wonder anyone has seen. 
So cool, calm and full of life, makes us forget 
all our strife.
Think of a forest full of trees, fluttering and
dancing in the breeze.  

Cut them down and construct towers,
wait for ages to get a shower.
The birds that soar high in the sky,
Can we imitate them however hard we try?
Learn to wonder and gape at things.
 

Anvika Ashok, C4 C

Kindness

One day, due to the outbreak of COVID-19, I was stuck 
at my grandparents’ house. I was sitting at my bal-
cony admiring the scenery, and listening to the birds 
chirp. It was then I realized strange noises, the sound 
of a cycle bell and the sound of a human’s voice. Who 
could it be? I wondered as people are not allowed to 
go outside due to the pandemic. I took a peek over the 
railing to see who it might be. He was one of our 
Corona warriors, a municipal employee. He was there 
to keep us safe by sanitizing our neighborhood by 
risking his life. I imagined how is it like to have his 
job, I felt immense responsibility and felt like a hero. I 
watched him collecting plastic bags until I noticed he 
didn’t have a mask on and was near a pile of trash. I 
felt sad for him and wanted to help him, I quickly ran 
into the house and brought a mask for him. I ran to-
wards him with safety precautions and gave the mask 
to him. He immediately said thanks and wore it, and 
I knew he was smiling under the mask. This made my 
day happy, and learned a lesson: to be kind, you don’t 
need any skills, you just need to help and care about 
that person. And also, you may receive the same 
amount of kindness from the same person.

Nischal Kurmana, C5  C

ThoughtsProfound
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Suggest heading

It’s another day, a brand new beginning
It’s time to carry on with our lives
But I don’t really see the point
Of enjoying a world full of lies
What if everything we see
Is actually not even close to reality
And is simply a tiny piece
Of someone’s unique fantasy
Who draws the line between what’s real and 
what’s not, 

Who decides what the truth is ?
But what I would like to know the most
Is actually whether you’re ready to hear it ?
If this was all just a dream, would you choose 
to wake up ? 
Or would you choose to live a lie 
as long as your happiness 
is guaranteed?
But in the end, does it really matter ?
Whether you choose to remain imprisoned
or choose to be freed? 

Veda Reddy, C9 D

The Truth

48

Mahima Palivela, C2 B

The Lockdown

The lockdown. Something none of us imagined in our 
wildest nightmares. A tough time for everyone across 
the globe. People were stranded, split from families 
and friends, some left jobless with no means for food 
or water.

Depression, loneliness, stress and sadness- the world 
had surely seen better days. But we got through it- like 
humans have always managed to strive through dark-
ness, with hope for that tiny light at the end of the 
tunnel. It has surely been very hard without seeing my 
dear friends and teachers.
 
 But like when Pandora opened the cursed jar full of 
evil elements ready to devour this world, 
hope lingered - hope that will get us past this hard 
period. Along with resilience, optimism, strength and 
courage; this is what got me across the thrashing, rag-
ing sea of misery caused by the lockdown. 

I started to explore new lands where I hadn’t dared to 
tread previously. Art, baking, music and dance;some of 
my most passionate hobbies, some things I discovered 
recently that I have truly enjoyed doing. And instead of 
seeing the walls of my house as a prison, I saw them 
as an opportunity to bond better with my family, es-
pecially my sister whom, in truth, I hadn’t known eve-
rything about. So cheer up, with hope in your heart, 
with new ideas in your head, straighten your back and 
lift your chin for this is the time to try new activities 
and test out the wacky inventions you have always 
dreamed of making. Don’t forget, this too will pass and 
we will move on to a brighter tomorrow.

Manasa Thiruppathi, C9 D

Vibha Sriram, C3 B

All in my imagination

I’m on my dream vacation.
The beach sharks that can walk and 
birds that can talk and even
octopus that can hop.

This is Imagination
anything can happen here.
Anytime, every week every month and
all the time in the year.

This is Imagination
All the thing have reformation on 
from the real world.

Arisha Gupta, C5 D

Scrolls of wisdom
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Family

I live in a nuclear family. My father’s 
name is Utkarsh. My mother’s name 
is Anagha. Our surname is Bidkar.
We live in Hyderabad. My family 
cares for me a lot. I like to spend time 
with my family. 

Before the pandemic my mother 
used to drop me to school. Then my 
father used to pick me up from
daycare. Since the pandemic we get 
more time to spend together. I help 
my parents in cleaning but my only 
job is to fold the clothes and may be 
sometimes changing the bedsheets. 
I get money based on the cleaning        
I do. 

My father and I like to play and my 
mother and I like to talk. We have a 
lot of fun together. My family is
the best family in the whole wide 
world.

Miraya Bidkar, C2 C

The Evolution of Clowns

From celebrated hilarious comedians with a lovable 
red squishy nose to super evil villains with ugly make-
up and a horrifying smile, clowns have changed over 
the last couple decades. Clowns were a celebrated 
essential part of western entertainment. They were 
famous for their unicycle routine and juggling, but over 
the years clowns have evolved from comedians to 
maniacal supervillains.  

New Hopes and Dreams

Though it isn’t known when clowns evolved most 
sources believe that clowns have never changed at all. 
Clowns have first appeared in ancient Egypt around 
2500-2400 BCE. They later evolved into the medieval 
court jesters of Europe.These clowns paid a steep 
price for their job if they didn’t make the king laugh, 
They were punished. A lot of clowns were mutilated to 
make them smile all the time. 

The clown has always had a darker edge concealed 
to the general public and most people believed that 
the darker side manifested itself as an evil clown. The 
true dark clown image started due to the popular-
ity of Charles Dicken’s tale about the Grimaldi family. 
Another event that stabilized the evil clown image was 
when the popular French clown Pierrot killed a boy for 
insulting him. Coulrophobia peaked in the early ’80s 
and ‘90s when Stephen King published his novel IT. 
After that clowns have stayed put as the feared super-
villains and never changed back to the lovable circus 
clown. We still don’t know whether the lovable circus 
clown will come back, but one thing is known - the evil 
clowns are here to stay.  

Anesh Konagalla, C9 A

Everyday we wake up with new hopes and 

new dreams.

Some hoping they were free, and some 

hoping to gleam.

As new hopes are born everyday,

New dreams are fulfilled every time.

Dreams good and bad, dreams 

looking back

Dreams to become the new Einstein or the 

new Gandhi,

Or just to sing better while in the shower.

These dreams and hopes don’t give us 

power, 

But they give us ideas and doubts which 

may lead to our future.

Eesha Gangotri, C8 B

Hope

Hope is an expectation
For help in situations
A dream is an aspiration
Even if it means to be able to walk 
into a train station.

COVID has shattered our  
hopes and dreams
All we do is sit at home  
and daydream
We can’t go out with our  
friends for ice cream
Not the best time for someone  
like a teen.

But all hope is not lost
One can still dream
For people to walk freely
Without wondering “Is this true?  
Really?”

New hope and new dreams
Should help with one’s self esteem
Alas, one day COVID will be gone
And we have to move on.

Disha Kattula, C8 D

Abhigyan S, C9 D

Vihaan Paidi, C6 A

Manya Tharamal, C7 A

Voice mode Reverie...
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The false promise of herd immunity

With the daily cases curve of 
COVID-19 not flattening and 
the pandemic getting worse, 
there has been a lot of talks 
about herd immunity in the 
scientific world. Manaus, a 
city in Brazil, experienced a 
large outbreak of COVID-19 
in May. However, by August 
there was a significant change. 
Despite the Brazilian govern-
ment relaxing social distanc-
ing curbs, the death rate fell 
significantly from 120 per day 
to nearly zero. What could 
have led to such a significant 
fall? Two research groups hy-
pothesized that the slowdown 
was because a large propor-
tion of Manaus’ population 
was already infected and now 
became immune. A research 
by immunologist Ester Sabino 
at the University of São Paulo, 
Brazil, and her colleagues 
found that nearly 66% of the 
people in Manaus were in-
fected by the coronavirus. This 
meant that there were very 
few people in the community 
who were still susceptible to 
infection. 

So, what exactly is herd im-
munity? Herd immunity is a 
situation when a virus can no 
longer spread as it has already 
infected a large proportion of 
the population. For example, 
if 66% of a population is al-

ready infected by a virus and 
becomes immune to it, two 
out of every three people who 
encounter an infected per-
son won’t get sick and won’t 
spread the disease further. 
In this way, the spread of the 
disease is kept under control. 
Depending on how contagious 
an infection is, usually 50% to 
90% of a population needs to 
be immune to achieve herd 
immunity.

Now a question may arise, 
how can we achieve herd 
immunity? To achieve herd 
immunity, we need to first 
calculate the percentage of 
population that needs to be 
infected by the virus. To cal-
culate this, we need to know 
how many people are infected 
by each infected person. This 
value is called R0. We can plug 
it into a simple formula for 
calculating the herd immu-
nity threshold: 1 − 1/R0.  As 
we can see, the more people 
who become infected by an 
individual who has the virus, 
the higher the proportion of 
the population that needs 
to be immune to reach herd 
immunity. The R0 assumes 
that everyone is susceptible to 
the virus, but this assumption 
changes with time, because 
some people become infected 
and gain immunity. For this 

reason, a variation of R0 called 
the R effective (abbreviated Rt 
or Re) is sometimes used in 
these calculations. Although 
this formula gives a theoreti-
cal value for herd immunity, it 
isn’t always that specific value.
Since variables can change, 
herd immunity doesn’t have a 
fixed value. 

How high is the value of herd 
immunity for coronavirus? 
This depends on several vari-
ables. It is very sensitive to the 
value of R. The threshold for 
herd immunity varies from 
as high as 85% in Bahrain, 
with its Rt of 6.64, to as low 
as 5.66% in Kuwait, with Rt of 
1.06. Kuwait’s low numbers 
is due to the fact that it took 
lots of measures to control the 
virus. If the country stopped 
those measures, the herd-im-
munity threshold would go up. 
A change in people’s behavior 
drives the Rt down, then “as 
soon as that behavior goes 
back to normal, the herd-im-
munity threshold will change.” 
Taking an average from many 
calculations, the threshold for 
herd immunity for COVID-19 
will be close to 60–70%.

If we can achieve herd immu-
nity to end this pandemic, why 
aren’t we adopting this tech-
nique? The truth is that many 

scientists aren’t convinced by herd immunity and are skeptical about it. They say that it may be 
a bad idea. “Attempting to reach herd immunity is simply ludicrous,” says Kristian Andersen, an 
immunologist. “In the US, probably one to two million people would die.” In Manaus, numbers 
seem to be rising again. This surge shows that speculation that the population has reached 
herd immunity just isn’t true. Furthermore, the infected patients will have medical and finan-
cial consequences. Many people who have recovered have reported lingering health effects. 
The concept of achieving herd immunity rests on the unproven assumption that people who 
survive an infection will become immune. In recent months, there have been a few incidents 
of people being reinfected by the virus. This diminishes the support for herd immunity. If the 
people who are infected become susceptible again, then we will never reach herd immunity. 

“There’s no magic wand we can use here,” Andersen says. “Never before have we reached herd 
immunity via natural infection with a novel virus, and the coronavirus is no different.” Vacci-
nation is the only path to herd immunity, he says. Until there is a vaccine, imposed measures 
such as social distancing and lockdowns to control the spread of COVID-19 are some of the 
best tools around.                   

              Pranav Reddy Perumandla, IBDP 11

The Solitary Tree

My leaves fall in vain, under this glassy sky;
My body is inflicted with pain,
The smiling faces that once took care of me, 
have greed imprinted all over them
As they cut me, A sense of adrenaline hits 
them, as they think about what lies ahead,
The broken promises cannot be mended. 

Why don’t you realise?
That you are wiping out green colours from 
your paint pallet with hard and dry cement
Replacing your only hope with your desires 
and comforts;
Wrong. This PLANET’s hope is speeding away 
And ‘someone else can plant more’ is all you 
can say? 

There is a little emotion behind every ‘I don’t 
care’  When that emotion builds up, I will 
be saved, When that guilt lingers, I will be   
trapped in your  acrimony; I can be some-
thing who is cared for. 

Though you can’t hear my trembling voice;
Or look into my bloodshot eyes;
I want you to know that there is a dark road 
coming ahead,
Where you are all alone, even your shadow 
has left you
But only the bright stars would guide you.

We are the fireless stars on this planet,
Who are the only ones who can save you with 
our effortless enchantment.

With my dying breath, I can only hope,
Hope you’d rethink your path
And not tumble down the slope;
For if you take the wrong lane, make the 
wrong choice
This planet would no longer have a voice.

Deekshitha Alladi, C9 D  
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Online Learning

What is Online Learning ?

Online learning is education that takes place over

the Internet. It is often referred to as “e-learning”

among other terms.

However, online learning is just one type of “distance 

learning”

-the umbrella term for any learning that takes place

across distance and not in a traditional classroom.

Platforms Used For The Online Classes

- Microsoft Teams
- Google Classroom
- Zoom
- Google Meet
- Skype

Advantages

- Children are not missing their learning from school
- Online courses bring education right to home
- Improve Technical Skills

Disadvantages

- Too much screen time to students
- Not suitable for every topic if the experiment needs
  to be done in labs
- Reliance on technology

Navjot Singh, C6 B

10 Celestial Happenings in 2020

 June 21st Annular Solar Eclipse
An annular solar eclipse is when the moon 
does not completely overshadow the sun and 
a ring of fire is visible. This ring of fire was vis-
ible from: Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
South Sudan, Ethiopia, the Arabian Peninsula, 
Pakistan, northern India, southern China, and 
the island of Taiwan on June 21st. 

July 14th Jupiter at Opposition
Jupiter was very bright in our night sky on July 
14th as Earth and Jupiter’s orbit brought them 
closer to each other than any other time of the 
year. So, July 14th was the best time to click a 
picture of this gas giant. 

July 20th Saturn at Opposition
On July 20th Saturn was at opposition meaning 
that Earth and Saturn’s orbits brought them 
closer together than any other time of the 
year, but Saturn’s iconic rings were not visible 
with a pair of binoculars, but you needed only 
a small telescope to see Saturn’s marvelous 
ring system. 

August 12th Perseid Meteor 
Shower
On August 11th, 12th, and 13th the Perseid Me-
teor Shower were visible and had you looked 
closely you would have realized that they 
seemed to be coming from the constellation of 
Perseus and they looked like bright, tiny, white 
dots.

October 13th Mars at Opposition
On October 13th Mars reached opposition and 
became so bright that you would have thought 
it was the Moon. The Red Planet was so bright 
that you could even see Olympus Mons, the 
largest volcano in the solar system. The Red 

Planet only reaches opposition once in 
2 years.   

December 13th Geminid Meteor 
Shower 
The Geminid Meteor Shower looked like it was 
coming from the constellation of Gemini but if 
you looked closer with a telescope you would 
have seen that they were not coming from the 
constellation of Gemini. The Geminid Meteor 
Shower was the largest meteor shower of 
2020. 

December 14th Total Solar Eclipse
On December 14th, a Total Solar Eclipse 
occured, and it was one of the most awesome 
natural phenomena ever making millions of 
people chase totality. A total solar eclipse is 
when the moon completely overshadows the 
Sun.
 
The Great Conjunction
When two objects appear close to each other 
on the sky, astronomers call the phenomenon 
a conjunction, and a conjunction of Jupiter and 
Saturn is known as a “great conjunction. These 
great conjunctions occur about every 20 years, 
but in 2020 the two planets were especially 
close to each other.  

Anurag Chatterjee,
 G. Nishant & 

Pranya Atluri, C6 C

A Day in school

The corridors we can’t forget,
The teachers and friends we do not 
regret.
The grounds on which we used to 
enjoy,
The parades and marches which 
would be deployed.

The notorious pleasure we get by 
creating ruckus when the teacher is 
occupied,
Now all those fantastic moments are 
not to be exercised.
The buses, in which we would chat,
Now they’re empty with not even a 
cat.

The science lab, oh such fun,
But a small mistake in mixing acids 
and we would run,
The classrooms, which we would     
expect remind us of food times,
Now really show what good times are.

Oh, just tell me God, why this plight, 
when you could have just taken a 
right instead of a left and
Avoided all of this, which has now got 
us craving for the classroom’s eternal 
bliss.

R. Trinayan Reddy, C7 C
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Ayan Ram , C1 D

Hridhaan Mehta, C3 A

Aaryana Chatterjee, C2 B

G. Maanya, C2 A

Dhikksha Paramasivam, C4 C Krishna Aadhya, C4 B

Disha Somendra, C9 B

Risha Agarwal, C4 B

Angel Sahu, C5 B

Anika Agarwal, C5 A

Vibha Sriram, C3 B

M Hriday Sai Reddy ,C1 B Aadhya Raju,C5 A

Prapti Agarwal, C9 D 
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अॊतररऺ उसे  कहते  है  जो  ऩथृ्वी  से  दरू शून्य 
होता  है | अॊतररऺ 
बहुत  सारी  अकासगॊगायें  से  बना  
हुआ  है | एक  आकाशगॊगा  में ससतारे ,गैस ,  
धऱू ,चट्टानो इत्यादद  | ये सब आऩस  मे गुरुत्वाकषषण 
के जररए  जुड़ े हुऐ है  | 
ऩथृ्वी जजस  आकासगाॊग मे है  
उसको  " समऱकी वे  " कहते  है | 
आकासगाॊगा  हमेसा  
सामानय नही रहती |  वे दसुरी आकासगाॊगऐ  
से टकरती  और ववऱयन  करती  रहती  है  |  

 
Nathya Mayur, C4 D

 
नया  साऱ,नई उम्मीदें  
नई  आकाॊऺाएॉ , नई मॊजजऱें  
नए इरादें करें  हम  ऩक्के  
अऩनी तमन्नाओँ  के बढायें ऩैमाने  
ववचारें  को उटने दें  
ससतारों  को  दनुे  दें  
जोस  और  दहम्मत  से बढ़ाएॉ कदम  
अनजान  राहों ऩर ऩहराएॉ ऩरचम  
आत्मववस्वास  और  ददऱेरी  
हमारे  नए  साथी  
मेहनत  से न हारेंगे  
सऩऱता हाससऱ  करेंगे  
नए साऱ  में हम कुछ नया कर ददखाएॊगे  

 
Devamshi bora, C9 D

 
 
 

काश एक ऐसी जगह हो, 
जहाॉ वातावरण में प्रदषूण ना हो, 
और हवा के झोंको से ऩेड़-ऩौधे नाच-गा रहे हो l 

काश एक ऐसी जगह हो, 
जहाॉ अमीर और गरीब में अॊतर ना हो, 
और ऱोग अऩने सऩनों के 
ऩीछे भागे और ऩैसों के ऩीछे नहीॊ l 

काश एक ऐसी जगह हो, 
जहाॉ सॊसाधनों का दोहन-शोषण ना हो, 
और शहरीकरण के चक्कर में ग्ऱोबऱ
 वासमिंग ना हो l

काश एक ऐसी जगह हो, 
जहाॉ ऩाररजस्थततकी तॊत्र में सॊतुऱन हो 
और ककसी भी चीज़ का सॊरऺण ज़रूरी नहीॊ l 

काश एक ऐसी जगह हो, 
जहाॉ ऱोग अऩने ऱाऱच की दतुनया से बाहर आएॉ 
और अऩने ऩैरों ऩर कुल्हाड़ी ना मारे l

असऱ में एक ऐसी जगह है ! 
हमारी प्यारी धरती माॉ ऐसी ही थी, 
ऩर बढ़ते समय की वजह से, हमारे भाग-दौड़ में, 
हम अऩनी वप्रय धरती
 माॉ को भूऱ गए हैं l 

ऩर अब भी समय बचा है, 
हमारे बुरे तनशानों को समटाने के सऱए l 
आओ समऱकर अऩनी भूसम को 
अऩने सऩनों का जहाॊ बनाए ||

M.Niyati, C8 D    
 

ह िंदी विभाग

अिंतरिक्ष

नि िर्ष 

काश ! एक ऐसी जग   ो

 
l'imagination est au pas de marveilles, vous pouvez 
aller nimporte ou l'endroit don't vous ne vous ennvirez
jamais.l'imagination est au pas de marveilles.
 

Nathya Mayur, C4 D

 
Riche ou pauvre 
Jeune ou vieux 
Nous sommes amis, nous sourions, nous jouons 
comme des fous, partageons notre 
déjeuner, invitez à jouer. J'espère que vous êtes tous 
d'accord .  
Nos amis sont géniaux, les amis sont fous,
les amis sont amusants! sans eux ?  
Pas de plaisir, pas de génialité. Alors, rencontrez amis, 
partagez des coeurs, ayez de plus en plus d'amis. 

 
Joshi Smaran.T, C3 A  

La tecnología es muy importante en mi vida. Tiene 
un papel crucial en mi vida. Hace que mis 
actividades más rápidas y fáciles. Utilizo la 
tecnología para mis clases en línea. La tecnología 
también me ayuda a comunicarme. Lo 
teléfono celular me ayuda a hablar con mi familia y 
amigos. La tecnología también 
me brinda entretenimiento. Veo películas en 
mi televisión. También me gusta los deportes, así 
que veo los deportes en mi televisión por 
cable. Internet me brinda mucha información. 
Utilizo muchos dispositivos tecnológicos en mi vida. 
Utilizo computadora, teléfono, televisión, radio, 
micrófono y videocasetera. También utilizo una 
cámara de video para hacer videos y una cámara 
para sacar fotografías. Utilizo altavoces y auriculares 
para escuchar música. Me creo que la tecnología es 
muy importante en nuestra vida. La tecnología nos 
ayuda mucho en nuestro día a día. En el futuro, 
definitivamente me gustaría incluir tecnología en mi 
trabajo. Hará mi trabajo muy fácil y rápido y me 
ayudará mucho.  

Pranav Reddy Perumandla, IB 12 C

French & Spanish

 
La princesse Jasmine est
très belle est as couleur
de peav est la pêche.
Elle porte un crop top
turqaise et un sarouel
Elle a les cheveux noirs
e't longs. 

Elle porte une couroonne
sur sa tête car elle est
la princesse
La Princess Jasmine por
te des oreilles et un collier en et.
 

Drithi Rao Naineni - C5 D

il ya une fille appelée
licpriy et elle veut
sauver la panète en
Plantant plusde plantcs.
Alors elle d commencé un
organisation appelee
movement des enfants. 

Elle devient trés populaire
dans les nou velles espagnoles
et est référencée comme greta dusud global.
Le jeune activiste a un message pour le
Premier ministre Narendra Modi-cher M.
Modi, Adoptez la loi sur le changement
climatique lors de la session parlementaire
en cours dès que possible du papier à
action.Vos générations futures vous feliciteront. je 
ne m'arreterai pas tant que
vous n'aurez pas fat cela.
 

Suhavi , C3 C

Tecnología

l'Imagination est au pas cle
marveilles

Les amis sont géniau

Princesse Jasmine
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Nano Expressions Little World

Niyathi Reddy koppolu, PPII C

NURSERY A (Winnies)  
For the topic of Jungle Safari, we created a theme that 
called for imagination and varied effects of the jungle. 
During the class, I asked the students where they were. 
While I was expecting their response to be a wildly 
exciting chorus of the word Jungle, Erisha stood out and 
said to me- “Ma’am, I’m at home! I haven’t gone any-
where, and I’m not in the jungle.”  

This made all of us laugh, and it also got me to thinking 
about the assertiveness and innocence in children.

  CPPI A (Nemos)  
 
Nitin Sai Avala from CPP1A 
Nemos created a show piece 
from Best out of Waste. 

Yummy, yummy for my 
tummy, tummy! Anaya Goyal 
busy with little hands  
preparing yummy sandwich. 
She said it’s for her mama 
and papa.

NURSERY A  (Kitties)  

Teacher : Why you didn’t came to class yesterday??? 
Deeksha : My father did not wake me up.  

Yesmin Ma’am : Sashi ma’am can you see me…
Sashi Ma’am : No ma’am, I can’t see you.
Samanvi : Yes ma’am, please click on the camera 
button, then we can see you.  

Advik was playing with his toy car.
Teacher : Shall we go for a drive ?
Advik : Sashi ma’am, We cannot go out, Covid outside.

 

PPII B (Blues)  

Zoom into the sky. 
Ivan Batra PP II B Blues made solar 
system with eight planets heading 
with Sun to develop his imagination 
and creativity related to the topic 
Solar System.

Ganesha 

Ariv is so happy to share his Clay 
Ganesha. He expressed his happiness 
by saying, “Ma’am, I will place this 
Ganesha in my pooja room”. 
He also was sharing how Ganesha 
loves eating laddoos and that he too 
likes to eat laddoos.

                       Ariv Basak, Nursery A

CPP1 A (Chimps)  
Teacher – What is your favourite 
song Madhava? 

Madhava- 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, once I caught 
a fish alive. 

Teacher- Madhava you have told the 
same song for Term I as well. Just 
think about the songs taught by 
Kenneth Sir and let me know.

Madhava- Ma’am I can’t give you 
choices it is the same even now. As 
you are asking it is Good Morning 
song for now.

PPII B (Boots)  
Divit : China is a very bad country.
Teacher : Why you say like that, no 
country is bad.
Divit : Because you know ma’am 
China spread the Corona Virus.

PPI B (Tiggers)  
I want to become a  
doctor as there are many 
people who need help 
and there are less doc-
tors so they are getting 
tired and if I become a 
doctor, I can help them 
as well as people.        
        Seyash Agarwal, PPI B

PPII A (Kangas)  
During the dress up like your favourite 

family member Viren dressed up as his 

father and said that – “My father only 

reads newspapers and does business,  

business, business.                                       

                              Seyash Agarwal, PPI B

PPII B (Boots)  

During the discussion of the 
topic India – I Love You. 

Teacher said: Rabindranath 
Tagore wrote our National 
Anthem “Jana, Gana Mana.” 

Arjun Said: He not only 
wrote our National Anthem 
“Jana, Gana Mana” but also 
“ekla chalo ekla chalo song”.

Kotta Sree Aanya, CPP2 A 
Viaan Aniruddha, PPI A PPI A  (Jumbos)  

Nikhil Dasamahanti doing 
Sustainability workshop 
DIY – Reduce, Reuse,  
Recycle.  
He had attended the  
workshop and had used 
coconut shells. 

Coconut Pots 

RECYCLE 

REUSE

REDUCE

NURSERY A (Winnies)
 For the introduction of number 9, we planned activity 
with nine plates, nine cookies and nine tissues. Once we 
were finished, we asked the students to relish what they 
had arranged. During this while, Jayaditya won our hearts 
by saying- “Ma’am, I would love to share these cookies 
with all my friends!”

This made me realise the amount of kindness and love 
those children can share with the world.
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What a beautiful moment it was to watch the entire CHIREC family gather on a virtual platform 
to celebrate the 74th Independence Day! After witnessing the flag hoisting ceremony, everyone 
was thrilled to watch the cultural event beautifully planned and performed by our students and 
staff, from the safe confines of their homes.

As part of CHIREC’s  Project Based Learning  
philosophy,  students of Grade IV learnt about  un-
derground  water by experimenting with layers of 
soil and water in a  bottle.

CHIREC International is happy to launch Cambridge 
authorised  Professional Development Centre in July 
2020. 

The students of Stage 1 engaged 
in  fun-filled interaction with their 
grandparents as they presented their 
family history, traditions and place of 
nativity!

As India observes its 72nd Republic Day, the CHIREC community enthusiastically came together 
to  celebrate this important day by participating in various cultural activities with grandparents 
and creating a memorable event from the safe confines of our homes.

With the help of Cambridge  
authorized programs, teachers can 
enhance their classroom experiences 
by applying new ideas & approaches 
and becoming reflective practitioners 
alongside experienced and qualified 
faculty. CHIREC has been 
authorized as a  Professional  
Development Centre by Cambridge 
and is ready to launch its first session 
in July 2020.
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CelebrationsTeacher’s Day Celebration

CHIREC extends its heartfelt appreciation to all the 
teachers for their enormous dedication, commit-
ment and hard work every day towards shaping 
the lives of students. We are proud to see your 
determination to continue educating students 
despite the pandemic.

As a part of the guest lecture series, 
students of Grade III, IV and V attend-
ed an inspiring and informative ses-
sion conducted by Squadron leader, 
Sonal Akkara on December 7, 2020. 
She raised awareness about the im-
portance of civil aviation for the devel-
opment of the country and shared her 
experiences working with SpiceJet.

CHIREC organized a Virtual Ventriloquism Show for 
Pre-Primary students on February 5, 2021, conducted 
by Mr. Santosh Kumar, a Ventriloquist of International 
Fame. Throughout the show, Mr. Santosh and his 
puppets spread positivity and provided some food for 
thought on healthy habits, being disciplined, and help-
ful to parents. It was a delight to see students showing 
interest in making puppets and ventriloquism.

Here is a special message for you from all of us at 
CHIREC! We miss seeing you on our campuses every-
day but are grateful to connect with you through our 
screens. We wish your dreams come true and hope 
that the child in you is always alive!

Team SHUDH is a clean drinking 
 water project led by our students, 
Jayant Manghnani, Antara Agarwal, 
Dev Ravi, Eshaan Agarwal and Nandini 
Agarwal of Grade XI. We are proud to 
share that the team was able to dis-
tribute 100 water filters, impacting the 
lives of 500 people in the Rasoolpura 
area of Hyderabad.
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CHIREC students hosted the first-ever Parliamentary 
Debate between 20 global teams from India, Vietnam, 
Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Philippines, Nepal, Taiwan, Indo-
nesia, and Hong Kong. The spectacular Debate spread 
over two days with 4 rigorous rounds that were judged 
by 20 Experts. The teams put forth their ideas on vari-
ous critical issues such as India’s National Rural Employ-
ment Guarantee Act, the rescue of animal from cruel 
conditions and how regretful the idolization of progres-
sive politicians is.

As part of 
the DEAR 
(Drop Eve-
rything 
and Read) 
initiative 
for Primary 
students, 
parents 

were invited to virtual classes to share 
a story related to the proverb ‘As you 
sow, so you shall reap’.

On January 26th 2021, our students celebrated Grand-
parents Day virtually with games, songs and loving 
cards for their grandparents. It was sheer joy to see 
grandparents from different parts of the world joining 
in to celebrate!

Our Pre-Primary students engaged in 
a fun virtual art session that compli-
mented their ongoing topic on Bugs 
Safari!

CHIREC and E3 Club are thrilled to be doing a live  
interactive session to address and discuss the  
impact of the lockdown on the environment, depleting 
groundwater supplies, growing microgreens, and what 
we can do going forward!

We are delighted to see how the 
Breakout Groups activity between 
CHIREC and Colegio Pumahue Puerto 
Montt in Chile is broadening our 
horizons and helping students learn 
about other cultures and  perspec-
tives. We look forward to our next 
collaboration in Spanish on  
November 10th!

Our students Thej Mallu of IBDP 11 and Karthik  
Palakodeti of Stage 9 represented India in the World 
Schools Debate Championship, 2020. Thej ranked 14th 
Best and 8th Best ESL Speaker. They debated incred-
ibly on various intuitive topics from drug policies to AI 
in the courtroom.

As part of the D.E.A.R period, parents 
of primary  students shared stories 
from the books of Lewis Carol. Stu-
dents of Grade III enjoyed an exciting 
storytelling session of Alice in Won-
derland by Lewis Carol during this 
activity.

To encourage appreciation of  
diversity among teenagers and help 
them stand against racial discrimina-
tion, 3 students from CHIREC, Aaria, 
Saachi, and Aadarsh of Stage 10, 
 initiated The Light House campaign 
and conducted interactive online  
sessions with different schools across 
India and Pakistan. The sessions 
helped the participants understand 
subconscious discrimination and 
what to do in such  circumstances.

https://youtu.be/tqVxRDydeTM
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Global Be Well Day

As a part of Wellness Wednesdays, our primary students 
at CHIREC showcased their secret mantra to stay fit and 
healthy. They shared their goals for a healthy life and 
discussed their daily health routines. Students also 
performed various exercises during their virtual class and 
shared the benefits.

Here’s a father-son duo inspiring 
us with some Monday motivation. 
We are thrilled to see our students 
and parents so engaged with the 
last leg of the Cognita Active World 
Challenge even during their holi-
days!

As a part of Global Be Well Day, the students of Grade I and 
Stage 1 had an exciting virtual interaction with the Grade 
I students of Australian International School, Singapore 
on September 25, 2020. They not only learnt about each 
other’s countries but shared moments of joy and laughter 
while interacting with each other in different languages.
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Cognita Active World Challenge 
Cognita Active World Challenge - Felicitation Ceremony

CHIREC held a felicitation ceremony on October 31, 2020 for participants who with their great 
enthusiasm and hard work brought success to the CHIREC community in the Cognita Active 
World Challenge. These participants walked extra miles on our journey to SE Asia, Europe, South 
America and into outer space. Congratulations to everyone who contributed to our total of 
2,09,281 km and making this challenge such a success!

Now, more than ever, we believe it is time to take action to move towards a zero-waste lifestyle 
and protect Planet Earth and all its life. With a mission to create a community of inspiring,  
responsible, and compassionate citizens dedicated to making our world more prosperous and 
sustainable, CHIREC launched a series of free, hands-on Sustainability Workshops for our entire 
community of students, parents and teachers in collaboration with Bare Necessities - Zero Waste 
India.They actively learnt about human impact on the environment and participated in hands-on 
activities to make their own natural play-doh, toothpaste, upcycled tote bag, upcycled piggy bank 
and more!

CHIREC organized a series of sustainability workshops, No 
Time to Waste for students of Pre-Primary, Primary and  Mid-
dle  School in collaboration with Bare Necessities - Zero Waste 
India. Students learnt about waste management through  
engaging content and hands-on activities on segregating waste, 
composting and making their own bio-enzymes.

 
CHIREC in collaboration with Bare 
necessities hosted a series of 
sustainable workshops on  
Celebrating with Zero-Waste.  
Students, parents & teachers 
learnt how to make eco-friendly 
Holi colors  using turmeric, beet-
root and spinach, which they then 
used to paint T-shirts.

 
As a part of the green fashion 
show, our Primary Students 
dressed up in sustainable fabrics 
like organic cotton and hemp! 

Sustainability Workshops
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CASCade 2021
Virtual Graduation Day!
As we wind up an unusual academic year, we believe it 
is even more important to pause, reflect and celebrate 
all that we have achieved. CHIREC hosted a virtual Grad-
uation Day for students of Pre-Primary, Class 5 and 
Class 10 where they got together with their classmates, 
teachers and parents, to share their experiences and 
celebrate their accomplishments.

This International Women’s Day, families of primary 
students including their mothers, sisters and grand-
mothers were invited and welcomed to the class with a 
special song. Students were enlightened about the 
importance of this day and created lovely cards to 
show their appreciation towards their beloved ones.

As part of our Know My Family initiative, parents of pri-
mary students were invited to share their talents, hob-
bies, profession, and journeys with the students. The 
session was motivating and created a sense of excite-
ment around students. 

The students of Grade III actively 
discussed their views on celebrating 
festivals in an eco-friendly way. They 
used puppets, posters, and pictures 
to express their views during the 
presentation. 

The IB students at CHIREC organised 
the third edition of CAScade on Janu-
ary 29 & 30, 2021, involving schools 
from across the globe to present their 
meaningful initiatives in the fields of 
Creativity, Activity, and Service pro-
jects (CAS). From projects revolving 
around the improvement of medical 
centres to booking drives and build-
ing libraries, the CAS initiatives were 
endless in their promise to make the 
world a better place. 

It was a pleasure to watch our  
students of Grade V collaborate with 
Al Ain American School , Abu Dhabi 
on the topic, ‘Festivals in a Changing 
World’ on March 10, 2021. It was an 
enriching experience for students as 
they discussed different traditions 
and cultures and learnt how festivals 
are celebrated in India and UAE.

https://youtu.be/cMZi90WesGY
https://youtu.be/zuDpFuQRKXg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vxlel6R4eI
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Giving back to Society Giving back to Society

The current health emergency has undoubtedly im-
pacted many vulnerable sections of society across 
India. To help people get through this crisis and to pro-
vide them with better facilities, the CHIREC community 
has come together to contribute a total of  
Rs. 68,15,000 towards the PM and CM relief funds and 
other foundations.

We take pride in our students who walk the extra mile 
to brighten others’ lives! Our student Anvita Reddy 
of IBDP 12 sold her acrylic knife paintings to sponsor 
Sravani and Shivani of Grade 9, for the entire academic 
year through the Support Girl Child Foundation. Anvita 
raised some more money to provide them with  
additional support for nutrition and health care in 
these tough times. In the long term, she looks forward 
to sponsoring more children to complete their school 
education.

For it is in giving that we receive! Staying true to the 
belief, 190 students of Classes 9 to 12 from CHIREC 
volunteered to raise Rs. 1.05 crores in just 3 weeks 
through an online crowdfunding campaign organized 
by the Akshaya Patra Foundation. The funding, high-
est ever raised by any school in India, will be directed 
towards the NGO’s COVID-19 relief efforts to sponsor  
4 lakh meals in Telangana.

Anshika Loomba of IBDP 11 initiated 
a project called Right From The Oven 
from June 1 to September 30, 2020, to 
raise funds for the Cheers Foundation. 
She raised funds by selling cakes and 
cupcakes on Instagram to buy basic 
supplies for the NGO’s pandemic relief 
efforts.

CHIREC initiated a Gift a Smile  
campaign for the children of Desire  
Society, an orphanage home in IDA 
Bolaram. These contributions will help 
feed all 70 children of the home for 1 
month during these challenging times.

To create awareness among under-
served communities on COVID-19 and 
to help them with essential supplies, 
our student Aditi Reddy Aalati from 
IBDP 12 collaborated with Archana 
Multi-specialty Hospital to provide 
sanitizers, hand washes, and basic 
clothing to Tapasvi Foundation Or-
phanage and old age homes run by 
HelpAge India. She has also been 
organizing essential medical tests for 
those in need of medical support.

At CHIREC, we believe quality 
education is the key to a success-
ful and fulfilling life. With this 
belief, we awarded scholarships 
to deserving students from three 
adopted government schools to 
further pursue their education.
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We are overwhelmed with the support we garnered 
from the CHIREC community to make Daan Utsav 2020 
a success! We collected Rs. 87,000 in voluntary  
donations and several in-kind donations that will be 
used to support migrant laborers and people with small 
businesses in meeting their basic needs. We thank you 
all for your generous participation and for supporting 
this cause.

CHIREC joins hands with Joy  
Foundation, a non-profit shelter home 
for senior citizens to supply groceries 
for the month. 

In collaboration with Deepak Foundation and AARUSH 
Social Welfare Organization, CHIREC organized a one-
day Covid-19 awareness program at Gajularamaram 
Slum. Many residents of this area are hygiene and 
cleanliness workers and are always at a high risk of 
getting infected. The medical team discussed necessary 
precautions to be taken to curb the spread of Corona-
virus. The residents were also made aware of the ben-
efits of wearing masks and maintaining social distance. 
CHIREC also donated face masks, clothes, school bags, 
and water bottles to residents of the slum people along 
with AARUSH Social Welfare organization’s volunteer 
support. 

We are proud of Viha Rathi of Grade 
6E for her initiative to protect, adopt 
and raise funds for stray dogs. She is 
joined by her classmate, Ryka Tandon 
of Grade 6E in feeding dogs, caring 
for their wounds, providing antisep-
tics, and taking them to vets, as an 
important part of their routine. This 
excellent humanitarian task is a won-
derful example of how our students 
are compassionate and responsible 
citizens who contribute positively to 
society.

CHIREC sponsors the annual school fees of 9 children 
from Desire Society Orphanage. This funding has 
helped deserving students complete their Grade 10 
education amidst the pandemic and prepare them for 
their final examinations.

To equip students from under-re-
sourced backgrounds with essentials 
to fight COVID-19, CHIREC, in  
collaboration with Ayodhya Nagar 
Govt School, distributed face masks, 
sanitizers, and clothes to migrant 
laborers residing in Jeedimetla, one 
of the biggest slums in Hyderabad, on 
January 30, 2021. CHIREC also con-
ducted a cloth distribution drive with a 
few volunteers from the AARUSH  
Social Welfare Organisation and 
Deepak Foundation. 

CHIREC has consistently extended  
caring hands for the good of the peo-
ple and the community. The school in 
its recent endeavors supported Pre-
rna Orphanage in Secunderabad by 
donating groceries and sanitary items 
that will help feed the children and 
keep the premises hygienic and safe, 
for a month. 
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WALL OF FAME

CHIREC Kondapur

Ranked #1 in Academic Excellence and Enrichment of Learning, 
Experience in Sports & Cultural Activities
Ranked #2 in Online & Social Presence and Goodwill, Legacy 
and Reputation
Ranked #3 in Future Ready Infrastructure

CHIREC Jubilee Hills

Ranked #1 in Online & Social Presence and Future Ready  
Infrastructure 
Ranked #2 in Academic Excellence, Goodwill, Legacy and  
Reputation and Enrichment of Learning,
Experience in Sports and Cultural Activities

CHIREC Gachibowli

Ranked #1 in Academic Excellence and Enrichment of Learning, 
Experience in Sports & Cultural Activities
Ranked #2 in Goodwill, Legacy and Reputation
Ranked #3 in Online & Social Presence 
Ranked #4 in Future Ready Infrastructure

Rankings by Education World 2020-2021
CHIREC has been ranked:

#1 Best International Day School in  
Hyderabad & Telangana

#1 Pre-School in India for Teacher-Parent-
Student Engagement 

#2 Best Co-ed Day School in Hyderabad & 
Telangana

#2 Best Proprietary Preschool(Jubilee Hills 
Branch)in Hyderabad and Telangana

#6 Community Service in India

#7 Best Proprietary Preschool  
(Gachibowli) in Hyderabad and Telangana

#7 Best International Day School in India 

#10 Sports Education in India 
 
#12 Best Co-ed Day School in India 

CHIREC International School has 
been awarded the “Most Innovative 
School” by  Education Today among 
deserving schools in India! With a 
passion for learning and a culture of 
innovation, the school has adopted 
many novel programmes that place  
children’s needs at the heart of  
learning. Through initiatives like Pro-
ject-Based Learning activities, Global 
Collaborations, AI-driven Computer 
Science Programmes and CHIREC  
Innovation Hub, we seek to spark 
each child’s imagination and curiosity 
and cultivate skills for  inquiry and 
exploration.
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Achievements

Gone Vibha Rao and B Pranav Reddy win 
accolades at the Hyderabad District Sprints 
Athletics Championships

Gone Vibha Rao of Grade VII B. Pranav Reddy of Grade 
XII D win the Under 14 Girls, 60m category (clocking 
7.51 seconds) and Under 18 Boys 100m & 200m 
categories (clocking 11.39 seconds and 26 seconds)  
respectively! The duo displayed their athletic talent at 
the Hyderabad District Sprints Athletics Champion-
ships held at Nizam College Grounds on January 3rd, 
2021.

 
Deekshitha of C9 A bags 3rd 
position in the StoryMirror-
Schools Writing Competition! 

Congratulations to our student  
Deekshitha Alladi of Stage 9A for win-
ning the third position in the  
StoryMirror Schools Writing 
Competition with her beautiful poem 
called The Solitary Tree. The poem is 
a touching, tragic prose that voices 
the planet’s woes and shows us what 
continued climate inaction might 
mean for humans.

Kruthika of Grade VIII G  
wins national and International 
online competitions!

Athletics 

Akshay Khajandar 
secures 3rd place 
at the Table Ten-
nis State Ranking 
Championship

Akshay Khajandar of 
Grade VI D secures the 
3rd place at the Table 
Tennis State  Ranking 

Championship held at St. Paul’s High School,  
Hyderguda on December 3rd and 4th, 2020. 

Aashaka Lod wins Bronze at 7th Annual 
Hyderabad District Roller Skating Speed 
Championship

Aashaka Lod of Grade V C wins the bronze medal at 
the 7th Annual Hyderabad District Roller Skating Speed 
Championship 2020-2021, held at Indra park on 18th 
February 2021. She participated in Inline skating and 
was awarded the 3rd prize in Hyderabad at the 
District Level.

Skating

National Astronomy Challenge

Chess 

Adhya Neelakan-
tam of Grade VI 
D secured the 4th 

position in the 
U-11 category of 
Telangana State 
Ranking Chess 
Tournament 
organized by 

Telangana State Chess Association on 
21st March 2021 at Lal Bahadur Sta-
dium, Basheerbagh. The Association 
provides the players with necessary 
facilities and opportunities to promote 
and harbor their talent.

Mohammed 
Eshan of 
Grade V C has 
secured an All-
India Rank of 
6 and received 
the NAC Merit 
Certificate in 

the National Astronomy Challenge 
2021. This platform endeavors to 
promote an understanding of space 
and astronomy amongst young gen-
erations.sary facilities and opportu-
nities to promote and harbor their 
talent.

Raasha Reddy Legala of Stage 8 D has won the Bronze 
Medal in Skateboarding at the 58th National Roller-
Skating Championship (11-14 category) held on April 
10, 2021 in Mohali. This competition organized by 
Roller Skating Federation of India (RSFI) observed 
more than 3500 participants from 19 states competing 
in various sports like roller derby, skate cross, skate-
boarding and roller freestyle. 
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Kartikeya Bansal wins National 
Championship of Mind Wars 
Olympiad 

Kartikeya Bansal, of Stage 4 A has 
won the National Championship of 
Mind Wars Olympiad 2020. This Na-
tional Level Competition includes the 
participation of students across India 
and seeks to hone students’ general 
knowledge and imbibe a spirit of 
competition and excellence. 

 
K. Sriyashas Mohan wins big at Telangana 
State Archery Selections

Congratulations to K. Sriyashas Mohan of Stage 9 C for 
bagging Gold and Silver medals at the Sub-Juniors and 
Juniors levels of the Telangana State Archery Selec-
tions! He will represent Telangana for the Sub-Juniors 
Nationals at Amaravati and for the Juniors Nationals at 
Dehradun.

 
Govind 
Kotagiri 
becomes 
the 1st 
runner up 
in coding 
competi-

tion conducted by CODELQ
Govind Kotagiri of Grade III  A
became the 1st runner up in a  
coding competition conducted by 
CODELQ, India’s largest aptitude 
development platform. CODELQ 
focuses on developing critical 
thinking, problem-solving,  
creativity and reasoning skills in 
children.

Archery Mind Wars Olympiad  

The Print, through its Campus Voice Opinion Writing Contest 
asked students across the globe to share their wisdom and 
insights on what angers, inspires, irritates or pleases them 
on issues that matter to them. We are proud to share that 
Elluri Srinitha Reddy of Grade XII D at CHIREC bagged the 3rd 
prize, also becoming the youngest winner of Week 1. To read 
her opinion, 

 
Thej, Rohan & 
Karthik selected 
for the Indian  
National Debating 
Squad 2021.

We are so proud of 
our students, Thej 
Mallu of IBDP 11, and 
Rohan Seelamsetty 
& Karthik Palakodeti 
of Stage 9 for being 
selected for the Indian 
National Debating 

Squad - 2021. 
They are among the top 17 members to form the Squad and will be participating in National and 
International Debating Competitions.  

Indian Schools Debating Society (ISDS), a non-profit organisation, conducted online national 
selections for the first time this year. They held various Junior and Senior selection tournaments 
for students across the country, in addition to a separate online application-based selection 
process. 

The top 66 debaters attended the National Selection Camp over two weekends in November 
2020, where they were exposed to practice debates, quizzes, and topical lectures from some of 
the best trainers. At the end of the camp, the top 17 members were selected to participate in 
various competitions in 2021.

Indian National Debating Squad 2021!

 
Meeraa Ramakrishnan wins the Best  
Representative award!

Congratulations to Meeraa Ramakrishnan of IBDP 11 for 
winning the Best Representative award in the Buddies 
without Borders program and bagging a free year-long 
International online internship! She was one of the  
finalists who represented India in a month-long online 
forum that provides an opportunity to engage in thought-
ful research, evidence, analysis and reflection to solve a 
predefined SDG-related challenge.
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Taekwondo

Taekwondo Championship  
Shivaansh Aggarwal of Stage 9 D and 
Ahaan Aggarwal of Stage 4 C have 
bagged Silver medals in Hyderabad 
District Taekwondo Championship 
2021-22 organized in GHMC Indoor 
Stadium on March 28, 2021. The  
students are also selected for Telan-
gana State Taekwondo Championship 
2021.

Chess Tournament 
Congratulations to Anaya Aggarwal of 
Grade III A for winning the 1st Posi-
tion at the 30th Ranking Chess Tour-
nament, Under-9 Category held at LB 
Stadium, Basheerbagh on 28th Febru-
ary 2021! 

Asin Kommineni wins the All-India Tennis 
Championship Under-14 Series  

Asin Kommineni of Grade VII A has won the All-India 
Tennis Championship Under-14 Series, held at Sania 
Mirza Academy on 22 February, 2021. AITA not only 
fosters a spirit of distinction but also provides scholar-
ships to young talents at every level.

Dr. Manju Sharma received the Shiksha 
Bhushan Samman 

Congratulations to Dr. Manju Sharma, IGCSE & IBDP 
Facilitator and Head of Hindi Department for receiving 
the Shiksha Bhushan Samman! This award conferred 
by Shaikshik Sahitya Sanstha Hindi Academy honors 
educators across India who have made exceptional 
contributions in the field of education. 

Hitisha bags 4th position 
internationally in the Global 
Art Singapore Contest!  

Congratulations to Hitisha Pottangi 

of Grade VII A for winning in the 17th 

anniversary Art Contest organised by 

Global Art Singapore from Decem-

ber 1 to 15, 2020! She bagged the 2nd 

place in India and 4th place interna-

tionally, competing with more than 

800 students across the world. 

Vidushi Tiwari gains 
recognition at the 
Online Artistic  
Gymnastic  
Competition  

Vidushi Tiwari of Grade 
IV E gains recognition at 
the Online Artistic Gym-
nastic Competition held 
on 10th and 11th Novem-
ber 2020. We are proud 
of her accomplishment 
and wish her continued 
success! 

Global Online  
Singing  
Competition 

Hearty congratulations 
to Rudrani Risaldar of 
Grade VII A for winning 
the global online singing 
competition organized 
by iAsiaNewsMusic in 
November 2020. We are 
proud of her talent that 
won her recognition as 
“Indian Music Rising Star” 
at the event. 

Art Contest

Arun Kumar recognized among the Top 50 
Eminent Librarian 

Mr. Arun Kumar is recognized among the Top 50  
Eminent Librarians in India by the Academic Council 
of ULektz. This certification aims celebrate Librarians 
and promote the libraries as spaces for nurturing 
young students’ imagination, critical thinking, collabo-
rative spirit, and innovation. 
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Wall of Fame (2019-2020)     AISSCE (Grade XII) Toppers

    AISSE (Grade X) Toppers

IBDP

Aditya Sriram Shashaank A  
Venkatesh

Pranay Mathur Jhil Patel SnigdhaMishra 

Aditi Agarwal Arjun KhandelwalSai Sahithi 
Chitumalla

Pranati  
Kompella

 
 97.5%

 
 97.3%

 
 97.2%

Fashion Studies (100)
• Sai Sahithi Chitumalla
• Shruti Jhunjhunwala
• Tejaswini Agarwal
• Riddhi Ahuja
• Vidushi Garg

Biotechnology(97)
• Kirthana Haridas
• Keerthna Rajesh
• Aarushi Sultania
• Arya Shyam Nambiar
• Manaswini Sripathi
• Srilasya Mani Vaddadi
• Vidhi Sajnani

Informatics 
Practices(97) 
• Mehul Lalith Chopra
• Tanvi Kandalla
• Krishna Tej Bhat
• Yaswanth Biruduraju
• Karan Jain

Economics (99)
• Pranati Kompella
• Atreya Bharadwaja 

Bhamidi

Mathematics(100)
• Pranay Mathur
• Kshitij Atul Sohoni
• Sushma Rajkumar
• Vishruth Ram                       

Konakanchi
• Manas Vishwanath          

Maddirela
• Suhrit Padakanti
• Rohan Mitra

French(100)
• Pranav Nallari

Social(99)
• Abhiroop Jaiin

Telugu(97)
• Paladugu Anusri 

Sravani

English(100)
• K Aditi

English (99)
• Arjun Khandelwal
• Keerthna Rajesh
• Atreya Bharad-

waja Bhamidi
• Aarushi Sultania
• Manaswini Srip-

athi
• Srilasya Mani 

Vaddadi
• Krishna Tej Bhat
• Tanya Uppal
• Karthik Uppuluri
• Karan Jain
• Ainesh Sri Patnaik
• Vidhi Gupta

Hindi(99)
• Nandini Agrawal

Science(96)
• Jhil Patel

Chemistry(98)
• Mehul Lalith Chopra
• Arjun KahndelWal
• Keerthna Rajesh

Mathematics (99)
• Mehul Lalith Chopra

Legal Studies(100)
• Mehul Lalith Chopra

Physics(99)
• Shashaank A Venkatesh

Entreprenuership(98)
• Tanya Uppal

Psychology(97)
• Potha Pragada Spurthi 

Sharma

Biology(99)
• Shashaank A        

Venkatesh

AS  LEVELS

Ishani Nandamuri
High Achievement Award in 

India Cambridge AS Level  
Design & Textiles

IGCSE

Vivek Rishi
Highest mark in India for IGCSE 

Mathematics 
(Without Coursework)

Sanjay Chunduru
A* in All Subjects

Surya Vikramaditya Kotapati
Score : 43/45

96.2% 97.6%96% 97.2%93.8% 97%
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